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Abstract:

The Swedish national narrative regarding religion often highlights the 2000 separation

of the Church of Sweden from the state and a steady decline in religiosity within the

population. However, increased immigration since the end of the Second World War has

resulted in rising religious diversity, particularly in the growth of Islam as a minority

religion. As members of a minority group, Muslim women often face issues concerning

their representation in the media, frequently connecting the women’s identities to debates

about immigration, religion, and feminism in Sweden. Through understanding the role

religion plays within the conceptualization of Swedish national identity, it becomes possible

to then analyze how discourse about Muslim women in the media is associated with ideas

of representation, religion, and national identity. In studying the discourse around the 2008

television program Halal-TV, newspaper articles about the program and the articles’

corresponding comment fields reveal recurring themes about media representation,

perceptions of national belonging and diversity, and attitudes towards minority groups like

Muslim women. In conducting a critical discourse analysis of the online discourse through

the lens of postcolonial feminism, media reception theory is used as a theoretical

framework to illustrate how the online discussions about Halal-TV constitute a public

sphere on issues of sameness and diversity, media representation, and religion in Sweden.

This case study thus acts as a glimpse into the concurrent Swedish society and media

institutions’ approaches towards religious and cultural diversity and representation in the

public broadcasting media.

Keywords: Media, Religion, National identity, Muslim women, Sweden

Total number of words: 31,476
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Chapter I: Introduction

Introduction

But why three such devout believers? There are plenty of Muslim women in
Sweden who do not have a veil, or are so deeply religious?1

Debates about the wearing of veils have pervaded the European political, cultural,

and social landscape for decades, calling upon ideas of religious freedom and secular

traditions, personal agency, femininity, social equality, and threats of terrorism. These

concerns tie into a larger argument over multiculturalism within European states. The

debate about the wearing of veils is a manifestation of criticisms regarding

multiculturalism’s integration and assimilation of ethnic and religious minorities. In France

the debates over the wearing of veils have centered around national ideals of universalism,

religious expression, and agency over the female body. The resulting policy changes from

these debates meant that the French actions were observed, and sometimes emulated,

internationally. Similar debates played out across Europe, albeit with varying political and

social responses depending on national contexts. Between February 2002 and November

2018, there were 38 different national municipal proposals for the restriction or banning of

face-covering veils in Sweden. These attempts, argue Sylvia Frisk and Maris Boyd Gillette,

reflect how the antagonism over the wearing of veils has more to do with a

conceptualization of Swedishness rather than addressing an existing political and social

“problem” of women wearing face-covering veils in Sweden.2 The perception of

Swedishness as incompatible with a physical expression of Muslim identity is one of the

many arguments occurring within the larger debate over multiculturalism in Sweden.

As with the debates in France, an understanding of the national identity influences

how people respond to this problematization of the wearing of veils in Sweden. Swedish

national identity and its proposed values and ideals are incorporated into many aspects of

social, political, and cultural life. I will set out to explore how national identity, and more

specifically Sweden’s interpretation of religion and its role in society, influenced the online

2 Sylva Frisk and Maris Boyd Gillette, “Sweden’s Burka Ban: Policy Proposals, Problematisations, and the
Production of Swedishness,” NORA - Nordic Journal of Feminist and Gender Research 27, no. 4 (October 2,
2019): 271–84, https://doi.org/10.1080/08038740.2019.1668847.

1 Helena Giertta, “Måndagsmötet: Joakim Sandberg, ansvarig för Halal-TV,” Journalisten, November 3, 2008,
https://www.journalisten.se/nyheter/mandagsmotetjoakim-sandbergansvarig-halal-tv.
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reactions to the 2008 television program Halal-TV. In analyzing these responses, the online

reactions to the program and surrounding debate exhibit a public sphere of discourse,

representative of other arguments about multiculturalism in Sweden in how elements of

belonging, power, gender, and representation play into the debates. Introduced in Chapter 2,

this public sphere of discourse among members of the production team, media figures, and

the general public is a window into societal ideas of Swedish national identity. The chapter

defines the theories of the public sphere, intersectionality, media reception, and the

mediatization of religion, before these theories are then applied within the analysis of the

collected online texts. Chapter 3 explains the material selection process for the online

responses, and the reasoning and use of Foucault’s Critical Discourse Analysis method.

Before analyzing the online commentary surrounding Halal-TV, I outline the development

of national identity in Sweden and its core ideals over the last century in Chapter 4, asking

the question “what is Swedish?” After determining what elements and values of national

identity are most prominent within Swedish society, I address the subsequent research

question of Chapter 5, “what role does religion serve within the Swedish national identity?”

In Chapter 6, I pose the question “What does the debate around Halal-TV reveal about

religion in the media, especially concerning issues of representation, feelings or perceptions

of national belonging, and attitudes toward Muslim women?” The analysis of the collected

texts is thereby categorized into discourses on Sameness and Diversity, Media

Representation, and Religion. These categories delve deeper into the issues outlined in

previous research about Halal-TV. The analyzed texts thereby continue to identify

connections in the web of discourse on multiculturalism and representation within Sweden,

bolstered by previous studies on Halal-TV and simultaneously providing a new and more

detailed, intersectional lens in reading the online responses.

In asking these questions, this case study of the online discourse about Halal-TV

reflects on the impact of mediatization of religion and its effects on expressions of Swedish

national identity and its associated values. In structuring the analysis by way of the

theoretical concepts of the public sphere, intersectionality, and mediatization, I approach

the online discourse through a postcolonial feminist lens. This postcolonial feminist lens

contextualizes the responses to the program and its content as it pertains to the experiences

of Muslim women in Sweden. The online discourse about Halal-TV is understood to be a
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product of the public sphere in which participants were structuring contemporary

understandings of media representation of minority groups. Focusing on the texts produced,

the participants illustrate the different interpretations of diversity and religiosity within

Swedish national identity. In understanding how these differences in interpretations played

out in the studied online discussions in 2008, these societal and cultural differences can be

traced onwards into similar discussions of media representation and relevance of religion in

society today. Observing changes in the online discourse since 2008 can thus serve to

illustrate the trajectory of discussions about multiculturalism, democracy, and media

environments into what they have become today. Similarly, the discourse from 2008

provides a glimpse into the Swedish debates about integration and national identity,

contemporary with the growing presence of the nationalist, anti-immigrant Sweden

Democrat party in Parliament and a more restrictive asylum and reunification law

introduced in 2015.

Aims and Objectives
In 2010, the controversial right-wing, conservative nationalist party the Sweden

Democrats won representation in the Swedish Riksdag for the first time, evidence of a

significant rise in support for this populist political ideology. While their election success

came as a surprise to many, it is possible to identify the nationalistic ideas and debates over

multiculturalism that heralded this win in the previous years, debates which revealed

ongoing arguments about Swedish national identity and ideas of belonging. The aim of this

thesis is to explore how ideas of Swedish national identity were expressed within the 2008

online discussion of Halal-TV. This aim is achieved by analyzing issues of repeated

concern within the public discourse about the program, exploring how the online exchanges

reveal the nationalist discourses in the continued debate over multiculturalism in Sweden.

The three research questions narrow the focus of the analyzed online discussions,

first in asking “what is Swedish?” to “What role does religion serve within Swedish

national identity?” and lastly, “What does the debate around Halal-TV reveal about religion

in the media, especially concerning issues of representation, feelings or perceptions of

national belonging, and attitudes toward Muslim women?” An analysis of tourism industry

and gov policy language of the 20th and early 21st centuries will provide baseline ideas of

what values constitute national identity. These (often idealized) conceptions of national
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identity can then be compared to the writings of individuals engaged in the 2008 discussion

about Halal-TV. In the case of Halal-TV and its depiction of religiosity and representations

of Muslim women in Sweden, a Critical Discourse Analysis of the online response to the

program is applied for a nuanced, time-sensitive study of the language used in 2008 to

determine what constitutes Swedish national identity. The identification of specific

language enforcing ideas of national values is used to establish a pattern of Swedish

exceptionalism within these public discussions about multiculturalism, tolerance, religious

freedom, and secularism.

The online newspaper articles and their respective comment sections act as a public

sphere of discourse, as they are representative of ongoing arguments about multiculturalism

in Sweden. In analyzing the words of individuals reacting to the program, the repeated

themes of belonging, power, gender, and representation in Swedish society are identified as

central to the perceived boundaries of Swedish national identity in 2008. More specifically,

the analysis of the online discussions about Halal-TV reveals how depictions of religion in

the media were used as examples of a Swedish democratic, secular society. In exploring the

different responses towards the program, its production, and the program hosts, the engaged

sub-public spheres of Swedish society become more relevant as issues of media

representation, visual reminders of religion in the public sphere, and values of national

identity are outlined and deconstructed through an intersectional lens. Organizing the

discussion about Halal-TV into the overlapping discourses on Sameness and Diversity,

Media Representation, and Religion structures the analysis to address the nuances of the

program content, the background of the participants of the online discussion, and the role of

the media industry in the representations of minority groups and their “othering” within

society. These three categories additionally reflect what the participating cultural critics,

media producers, and audience saw as issues of common concern for the program content

and multiculturalism in Sweden. In future studies, these issues of concern can be referenced

to determine what changes may have occurred since 2008 regarding online discourse on

media representation, ideas of belonging, and depictions of minority religions.

Major events like the introduction of the Sweden Democrats to the Swedish

Riksdag in 2010 and the changes to Sweden’s asylum and refugee policy following the

European migrant crisis of 2015 are recognized for their significance as examples of the
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growing rise of nationalist ideology within the country. However, the following study on

the online discourse surrounding Halal-TV is intended to provide insight as to how ideas of

Swedish national identity were expressed in 2008 in response to rising immigration, a

continuous decline in religiosity, and shifting ideas of belonging in an increasingly

multicultural society. Political change does not emerge out of nowhere. The events in 2010

and 2015, along with many others, encourage an appraisal of preceding societal debate. The

discourse surrounding Halal-TV is a harbinger of the rise in nationalism and anti-immigrant

rhetoric. The analysis of the online discussions are therefore useful for us to know in

identifying future trends, as online discourse is a powerful tool for the expression and

formation of political ideology.

Background on Halal-TV
In 2008 the Swedish national public television broadcaster Sveriges Television

[SVT] aired Halal-TV, a seven-episode show following three Swedish Muslim women as

they interviewed various figures of Swedish society, culture, and politics. Based on the

2005 Dutch television show De Meidan van Halal, each episode of Halal-TV was devoted

to a different topic for Cherin Awad, Dalia Azzem Kassem, and Khadiga El Khabiry to

discuss with invited guests: class society, equality, beauty ideals, alcohol, sex, immigration,

and sports. The program’s promotional material presented the women as hosts, tasked with

providing the Swedish audience with new perspectives in the media about Swedish society

and culture through an Islamic lens.3 SVT pitched Halal-TV as an opportunity for the hosts

to present themselves and express their own opinions and experiences within Sweden as

Muslim women, although not as representatives of a collective community of other

Muslims.

However, before the first episode aired on 3 November 2008 there was considerable

pushback against Halal-TV from cultural critics and the public. Much of the criticism

focused on the “Islamic lens” of the program, and the relevance of religion on a secular

public broadcasting channel. While much of the public debate surrounding Halal-TV

happened within the first few weeks of the premiere, the later episodes continued to ask the

3 Om Halal Tv Del 1 (Sweden: Sveriges Television, 2008),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0v-D1mdF-f4&ab_channel=MeLoveSweden.
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audience to reflect on how Islam was part of the three women’s daily lives in Swedish

society. An eighth episode, focusing on the topic of women’s health, was recorded but was

replaced by a televised discussion about why Halal-TV caused an uproar amongst the

public. The discussion participants included the three hosts, SVT producers and media

personnel, the chairman of the Swedish Muslim Council, and a sociologist of religion.

Participants questioned the kind of imagery used to represent Muslims by the media and the

overall role of religion in the public sphere.4

This final discussion illustrates a portion of the public debate tied to Halal-TV

regarding religion’s role in Swedish society. Opinion pieces published by cultural critics,

the program’s executive producer, and individuals interviewed on the show debated the

program’s purpose and success as a tool to initiate dialogue among the public. The

engagement of readers with these publications was mixed. Whereas some readers agreed

with the published arguments, the comment fields of these publications included responses

that highlighted the Western, patriarchal, and anti-Muslim approaches of the texts and

program production itself. Central to the discourse was the issue of interpreting the three

hosts’ experiences as representative of the larger Muslim community in Sweden.

Previous Research
In the spring of 2009, less than a year after the airing of the program, SVT

commissioned Anton Schindelar and Daniel Wahlström to examine the debate around

Halal-TV in Swedish newspapers. The quantitative analysis of nine newspapers consisted

of 136 articles, posted between October and December 2008, that were then run through an

ethnographic content analysis. Through their analysis, Schindelar and Wahlström

determined that most published newspaper articles reflected negative attitudes towards the

program. However, the articles that conveyed positive attitudes centered on the opportunity

for the three hosts to express themselves as individuals of a minority group in Sweden,

while also recognizing that these expressions were not representative of the community.5 In

2017 Mia Lövheim and Marta Axner published their own study on the discourse

5 Anton Schindelar and Daniel Wahlström, “Halal-tv, haram enligt mediedebatten? - En studie av debatten om
Halal-tv i svensk dagspress” (Göteborgs Universitet, 2009),
https://expo.jmg.gu.se/wp-content/uploads/686-1.pdf.

4 Emma Gårdstäter, “Sista delen av Halal-tv stoppas,” Newspaper, Aftonbladet, December 19, 2008,
https://www.aftonbladet.se/a/1kom5B.
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surrounding Halal-TV in the first online debates published in October and November of

2008. In their analysis of op-ed articles and blog posts published around the premiere of

Halal-TV, Lövheim and Axner examined understandings of the place of religion in the

public discourse, concluding that there was a polarized understanding of Swedish values as

opposed to religious values. This conclusion was paired with the suggestion that the

program introduced a space for negotiation about the role of media when representing

religion(s) in Sweden.6 Lövheim and Axner also brought attention to the combination of

youth, gender, and religion as identity markers within the program, and how the resulting

dynamics with guests were interpreted as challenging professionalism, critical review, and

objectivity within Swedish media journalism.

A more general study of the representation of religion and minority groups within

Sweden was conducted by Axner in 2015. Published on behalf of the Equality

Ombudsman, the report highlights stereotypes and negative connotations associated with

Muslims in Swedish news media. Consisting of a content analysis of eleven Swedish

newspapers and three media broadcasters during a period of seven weeks in

October-November of 2014, the report also included interviews with editors of the

previously-analyzed newsrooms to frame their perspectives on the production of the

analyzed content.7 Published six years after the airing of Halal-TV, Axner illustrates a

perspective of the media environment concerning minority group representations,

particularly those of Muslim groups, in Sweden. Its timing before the migrant crisis of 2015

in Europe and the accompanying prominence of populist ideology in the news media helps

to situate the concurrent online responses to Halal-TV in 2008.

7 Marta Axner, “Representationer, stereotyper och nyhetsvärdering: rapport från medieanalys om
representationer av muslimer i svenska nyheter” (Stockholm: Diskrimineringsombudsmannen (DO), 2015),
https://go.exlibris.link/KqhrbwTw.

6 Mia Lövheim and Marta Axner, “Halal-TV: Negotiating The Place Of Religion In Swedish Public
Discourse,” Nordic Journal of Religion and Society 24, no. 01 (February 10, 2017): 57–74,
https://doi.org/10.18261/ISSN1890-7008-2011-01-04.
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Chapter II: Theory and Conceptual Framework

Presentation of Theory and Framework
This chapter will outline the theories and conceptual framework applied to the

analysis of the online discussion surrounding Halal-TV. The following contents of Chapters

4-6 will employ said theories to reveal how ideas of religion were integrated into the

discourse around Halal-TV and define the online discourse as a product of the public

sphere. In defining the newspaper texts and their comment fields as a public sphere of

discourse for the Swedish audience, we can begin to organize the texts for their recurring

themes. The selected themes belonging, media representation, and depictions of religion in

the media throughout the discourse are analyzed in detail in Chapter 6. This chapter will

therefore first explain how media reception theory and a postcolonial lens were employed

in the analysis of the material to shape the public sphere. In employing the use of media

reception theory, it is possible to see how conceptions of these ideas of national identity and

representations of minority groups differed within the online discussions, illustrating the

various ideological approaches to issues of shared concern in the public. Mediatization and

mediatization of religion are thereafter explained in preparation for their use within Chapter

5 on the topic of religion in Sweden and subsequently in the Chapter 6 analysis of the

discourse surrounding Halal-TV.

Public Sphere
In defining the environment of discussion surrounding Halal-TV, the studied online

medium of the discourse is identified as a public space. Online publications and their

commentary serve as a democratic medium, permitting anyone to join the conversation.

Jürgen Habermas defined the public sphere as the space comprising “private people come

together as a public,” wherein the participants’ positioning within the private realm as

individuals enables them to debate issues rationally and democratically address their

concerns to a public authority.8 For Habermas, this democracy is dependent on the use of

reason in the political criticism, guided specifically by the participants’ private experiences

8 Jürgen Habermas, “Chapter 2: Social Structures of the Public Sphere,” in The Structural Transformation of
the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society (Cambridge: Polity, 1992), 27,
https://go.exlibris.link/2CGcZgyH.
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in the intimate family domain.9 However, Nancy Fraser argues that Habermas’ definition of

the public sphere is hindered in its ability to theorize the limits of existing democracy as it

is focused on a bourgeois model dependent on problematic underlying assumptions and

masculine perspectives.10 These assumptions include the idea that the discussions were open

and accessible to all involved and its participants identified as equal peers, as well as a

civic-republican idealization of the “common good” overshadowing “private interests.”

Fraser faults Habermas for not recognizing the post-bourgeois influence of class struggle in

discussions within the public sphere, citing scholars Joan Landes, Mary Ryan, and Geoff

Eley.11 The rigid structure of Habermas’s public sphere limits its accessibility to the

“public-at-large” by way of the perceived relationship between status (of those involved in

discourse) and publicity. Fraser defines “publicity” as “1) state-related, 2) accessible to

everyone, 3) of concern to everyone, and 4) pertaining to a common good or shared

interest”.12 Separating this publicity from Habermas’ original conceptualization of the

public sphere, Fraser argues for the potential for a more democratic public sphere if

recognition is placed upon the bracketed, rather than eliminated, social inequalities of the

participating “peers” in the discourse.13 The identity of participants should be factored into

their participation within the public sphere, serving as contextual information rather than

markers of exclusion or immediate groupings with other similar individuals.

Public spheres as spaces for engagement of discourse as well as the formation and

enactment of social identities is echoed in Peter Dahlgren’s explanation of the relationship

between television and the public sphere. Dahlgren, like Fraser, questions Habermas’ initial

structural dimensions of the public sphere. However, in the context of television media,

13 Ibid., 68.

12 Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy,”
59-71.

11 Joan B. Landes, Women and the Public Sphere in the Age of the French Revolution (Ithaca: Cornell Univ.
Press, 1988), https://go.exlibris.link/wd0cHSJr. ; Mary P. Ryan, “Gender and Public Access: Women’s Politics
in Nineteenth-Century America,” in Habermas and the Public Sphere, ed. Craig J. Calhoun, Studies in
Contemporary German Social Thought (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1992), 259–88,
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&scope=site&db=nlebk&db=nlabk&AN=48445.; Geoff
Eley, “Chapter 10: Nations, Publics, and Political Cultures: Placing Habermas in the Nineteenth Century,” in
Culture/Power/History : A Reader in Contemporary Social Theory (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1994), 297–225, http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/28062951.html, quoted in Fraser,
“Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy,” 59.

10 Nancy Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing
Democracy,” Social Text 25–26, no. 25/26 (1990): 57, https://doi.org/10.2307/466240.

9 Ibid., 28.
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Dahlgren argues that the public sphere is exemplified not only in the media’s discursive

semiotic space, but also in the sociocultural interaction included in the creation of media

representations.14 This sociocultural interaction results in a collective sense-making and

creation of cultural practices. Media reception is an extension of this sociocultural

interaction. Audience responses and reactions to media like television programming take

place in the private sphere, but the discussions that emerge lead to individuals participating

within the public sphere. In these receptions of media productions, the audience creates,

challenges, and enforces processes of intersubjectivity and identity, senses of belonging,

and capacity for participation within society.15 The democratic manner of participation

within the public sphere accentuate what messages the media productions are conveying in

their representative programming.

It is the relationship between the symbolic output of the media through these

representations and the actual interpretations of the content by the audience that drives the

reception of media content. Dahlgren argues that this symbolic output of the media and the

relevancy of the dynamics of the audience are key to the conceptualization of the public

sphere regarding responses to television media. The exchanges within the public sphere

serve as measurements of the existing systems at work and simultaneously permit the

discussion of alternatives.16 This translates into the responses and commentary posted

online by the audience of a television program as being examples of participation within the

public sphere.

In a practical manner, it is possible to define elements of the public sphere online. In

their quantitative study on comment sections playing the role of public spheres in German

newspaper coverage on the conservative political party Alternative für Deutschland [AfD],

Florian Toepfl and Eunice Piwoni approached their material through the lens of

counterpublic theory. Counterpublic theory ties back to Fraser’s argument that Habermas’

conceptualization of the public sphere was too bourgeois masculinist, and instead members

of subaltern groups (like women, workers, people of color, and members of the LGBTQ

communities) signal discursive arenas where members of subordinate social groups create

16 Ibid., 28.

15 Ibid., 18-19.

14 Peter Dahlgren, Television and the Public Sphere: Citizenship, Democracy, and the Media, Television and
the Public Sphere, 1st ed. (London; Thousand Oaks, Calif; Sage Publications, 1995),
https://doi.org/10.4135/9781446250617. 17-18.
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and circulate counterdiscourses.17 Through their analysis of the online comment sections,

Toepfl and Piwoni were able to conceive the presence of what they call an “overarching

sphere of polity” (i.e. Fraser’s “public sphere at large”) and its composition out of a

multiplicity of unequal (sub-)public spheres.18 These sub-public spheres are thereby further

defined in three main characteristics: their communicative spaces; discursive patterns; and

participants. These three characteristics identify elements of discourse happening among

the subaltern counterpublics engaging with the newspaper texts.

Intersectionality
Throughout the course of the analysis in Chapter 6, the material will be analyzed

through an intersectional lens. In approaching the material through an intersectional lens,

the perspectives of the participants of the online discourse about Halal-TV can help to

illustrate the contemporary attitudes towards issues of gender, class, race, and religious

identity.

Habermas’ conception of the public sphere as bound to a bourgeois-structured is

relevant in the discourse concerning the recognized difference in social equality of

participants. As argued by Landes, Ryan, and Eley, and summarized by Fraser, the

relationship between class struggles and gender are essential to understanding the makeup

and outcomes of discussions on political issues.19 This relationship between issues of class

and gender on the workings of the public sphere illustrates the need to address

intersectionality within the shared space. Intersectional theory, as coined by Kimberlé

Crenshaw, is a framework that opens the understanding of class struggles to include social

and political identities in the analysis of discrimination and privilege. These identities or

factors include what Patricia Hill Collins calls “interdependent phenomena” of oppressions,

e.g., gender, race, sexuality, religion, disability, ethnicity, nationality physical appearance,

or other social categories. These phenomena that can be linked to one another to understand

the roots of inequality, organization, and community identification more deeply.20 In the

20 Patricia Hill Collins and Sirma Bilge, “Intersectionality, Social Protest, and Neoliberalism,” in
Intersectionality (Cambridge, UK; Malden, MA; Polity Press, 2016), 105, https://go.exlibris.link/2M6c4VfN.

19 Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy,” 62.

18 Florian Toepfl and Eunike Piwoni, “Public Spheres in Interaction: Comment Sections of News Websites as
Counterpublic Spaces,” Journal of Communication 65 (June 1, 2015): https://doi.org/10.1111/jcom.12156.
8-9.

17 Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy.” 67.
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context of online interactions, these phenomena remain unchanged as all participants still

bring them into the discourse of the public sphere.21 The online space of interaction as the

public sphere is inherently affected by—and an expression of—these phenomena and their

interdependency.

Throughout the following chapters, the lens of intersectionality will pair with a

more specific focus on postcolonial feminist theory in the representations of Muslim

women in Sweden. Postcolonial feminist theory draws upon intersectional theory in its

focus on the ties between racism and the political, economic, and cultural effects of

colonialism as they appear in the oppression and experiences of non-white women in the

postcolonial world. In her studies on gender in Sweden, Ann Towns explains how a

paradox has emerged over national ideals of gender equality and the seeming inability to

conflate the categories of ‘immigrant’ and ‘Swede.’ As gender equality discussions moved

away from workforce dynamics in the 1970s to issues of cultural differences in the 1990s,

assumptions of stereotypical patriarchal culture in the private lives of immigrant families

dominated the cultural and political conversations concerning gender in Sweden.22 Only in

2002 did Paulina de los Reyes, Irene Molina, and Diana Mulinari specifically approached

the issue of powers and privilege in the Swedish context, resulting in further interpretations

of a “hegemonic Swedish feminism” tied to a form of “femo-nationalism” pushing an

agenda of gender equality as a national value.23

In the public debate over Halal-TV and the associated focus on the role of religion

in Swedish media, discourse frequently centered around the issue of the three women

presenters being interpreted as representatives of Swedish Muslim women as a community.

Intersectionality and its related postcolonial feminist lens help to address these issues

regarding representation. Together, they clarify the inter-workings of social identities of the

hosts, as well as the cultural critics and general audience reacting to the program. The

inclusion of “subaltern counterpublics” in the public sphere, as advocated by Fraser,

23 Paulina De los Reyes, Irene Molina, and Diana Mulinari, Maktens (o)lika förklädnader: kön, klass &
etnicitet i det postkoloniala Sverige (Stockholm: Atlas, 2002), https://go.exlibris.link/nN1cK7zV.; Mia
Liinason, “Feminism and the Academy  : Exploring the Politics of Institutionalization in Gender Studies in
Sweden” (Lund University, 2011), http://lup.lub.lu.se/record/1761928.

22 Ann Towns, “Paradoxes of (In)Equality: Something Is Rotten in the Gender Equal State of Sweden,”
Cooperation and Conflict 37, no. 2 (2002): 157–79, https://doi.org/10.1177/0010836702037002975.

21 B.E. Kolko, L. Nakamura, and G.B. Rodman, “Race in Cyberspace: An Introduction,” in Race in
Cyberspace (New York: Routledge, 2000), 1–13.
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situates the question of how religion is regarded as an institution by feminist discourse with

regard to the hosts specifically talking about how their faith influences their views of

Swedish society.24 Joan Wallach Scott argues that Western feminist thought and its ties to

secularist ideology highlights the fragility of the boundaries of the public and the private,

applying this argument to her analysis of the French debate over the wearing of

headscarves.25 This relates to ideas of national identity, explained more in Chapter 4, as the

categorizations of individuals and groups and their connections to the hegemonic ideals

highlight the historical and cultural effects of colonialism. In the case of the relatively

recent inclusion of postcolonial feminism within the Swedish context, there is much room

for further analysis of how gender, religion, race, and ideas of national belonging play out

within discourse.

Media Reception Theory
In defining the comment sections under newspaper texts as legitimate public

spheres for their site as environments of social interaction, it then is possible to look more

closely at the depth and difference in the social interactions of the participants. As it will be

revealed in Chapter 6, the variation in the audience reactions of cultural critics, media

producers, and general viewers of Halal-TV reflect the counterpublics that exist within

Swedish social, political, and cultural life. The conceptual framework for the analysis of

online discourse begins to take shape in first explaining the processes of encoding and

decoding as foundational to media reception theory and introducing the concept of

mediatization as background to the media environment.

Encoding and Decoding
The foundations for media reception theory first emerged out of a 1949 publication,

The Mathematical Theory of Communication, by Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver. As

engineers, Shannon and Weaver argued that communication could achieve maximum

efficiency if it was approached as a mathematical problem for transmission systems (e.g.,

25 Joan Wallach Scott, The Politics of the Veil (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007),
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781400827893.

24 Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy,”
56-80; Niamh Reilly, “Secularism, Feminism and the Public Sphere,” in The Oxford Handbook on Secularism,
ed. John Shook and Phil Zuckerman (Oxford University Press, 2016), 417–34,
https://dx.doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199988457.001.0001.
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telephone services). The authors recognized, however, that this approach to communication

as an engineering problem did not sufficiently address the issues inherent within

interpersonal communication, i.e. the actuality of miscommunication between people in

their production and reception of meaning within messages.26 In the case of telegram

communications, the words of the sender were transmitted digitally through binary coding

systems and then translated back into letters, words, and sentences to create a message the

receiver could understand and process. The difference between these telecommunication

systems and actual interpersonal exchanges involves the problem of the receiver’s

interpretation potentially not matching up to that of the intended message of the sender. The

encoding and decoding of messages over the physical transmission services is mirrored in

the encoding and decoding of messages between people in their use of spoken or written

language. Whether in person, online, or speaking through an auditory medium like a

telephone or an audio file, certain elements of language can get lost in the translation, like

body language. While miscommunication can be due to physical separation or

mistranslations, miscommunication between the sender and the receiver of a message can

also be attributed to social or cultural differences between the parties. In his concept of

aberrant decoding, Umberto Eco proposed that in every act of communication, the sender

has an intended or preferred reading of the message they are conveying, but a receiver may

interpret the message differently than what the sender intended. This variation in the

intended versus the actual interpretation of the message, Eco argued, can be attributed to

cultural differences between the sender and receiver.27 Eco stated that with contemporary

media (and increasing globalization) these instances of differences in interpretation

27 John Fiske and Henry Jenkins, “Codes,” in Introduction to Communication Studies, 3rd ed. (London; New
York: Routledge, 2011), 61–79, https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203837382.; John Hartley, “Aberrant Decoding,”
in Communication, Cultural and Media Studies: The Key Concepts, 3rd ed. (London: Routledge, 2002), 1–2,
http://uu.summon.serialssolutions.com/2.0.0/link/0/eLvHCXMwdV1NSwMxEB1KvYgXuyqt9SMnsWBrdp
NsskcpLSLUkycvJekm0IPrIazovzfJxnZX6HGYIYcJSWYm894AkGyGp__uBGkEUzlLc4ULJZnimhdGyZJj
I0scaAxW7-LpVbysxGLfL1turfTTcHz3RYCp6W_79Rh-1zgLwCpCuG_km7H5rrKC_QCmSFIVZGfCCxH
h6Fnucj7WEgqy5-EJyqwre1bYXl23Xp3lKfQ9EmEAPV0lcNIaafCTwDhGklv7ge5QB-ZhExg1qFsUT65F95
FeenIGk47xA_rj3kCyKlEAkiDbNBeew-1y8TZ_ntb1OpZ51g1OL3omu4B-9VnpIaC8pDlJdZFqg-kmM8qFA
Bvp0hjOjaCUjmB4aJXLw6oxHIe5KKEYcQVHxh0Wfe0ddRN24xda0YfU.

26 C.E. Shannon and Warren Weaver, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication,” The Bell System Technical
Journal 27, no. 3 (July 1948): 379–423, https://doi.org/10.1002/j.1538-7305.1948.tb01338.x.
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between the sender and receiver are not unusual.28 Technological advancements have

rapidly changed the environment about which Eco was writing, but his concept of aberrant

coding still reflects the extent to which cultural or social differences play a role in the

interpretation of messages. Graham Murdock connects the system of encoding and

decoding to the use of semiotics and interpretations of signs to illustrate the complexity of

translations. He argues the encoding/decoding model is part of a more complex making and

taking of meanings in the communicative process, influenced by socially governed cultural

codes already present within the audience.29 Understandings of the meaning conveyed in

messages are more dependent on the context in which they were conveyed, echoing Eco’s

concept of aberrant decoding and the relevance of the cultural context of the receiver in

understanding their interpretation, or reading, of the message that is conveyed to them.

Media Reception Theory
Popularized by Stuart Hall with his inclusion of class-based meaning systems,

media reception theory is structured around the idea that an individual receiver’s reaction to

a text is the result of encoding and decoding between the sender and receiver, and the

receiver’s understanding or reaction to the message can be categorized into three readings:

dominant, negotiated, or oppositional.30 Hall contextualizes the positions of sender and

receiver within the television discourse by relabeling the participants as producer and

audience, respectfully. Audiences that interpret a text in the way the producer intended

show a dominant reading of the presented material. Oppositional readings of texts occur

when the audience creates their own meaning for the text, rejecting certain elements of the

producer’s intended message. The themes can be controversial or the narrative more

complex, and the interpretation of the material can change depending on the audience’s

culture, age, gender, life experience or beliefs. Lastly, negotiated readings are a result of a

compromise between the dominant and oppositional readings of a text. The audience may

accept some—but not all—of the producer’s intended messages, while still considering the

30 Stuart Hall, “Encoding and Decoding in the Television Discourse,” 1973, 1–21,
http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/2962/1/Hall,_1973,_Encoding_and_Decoding_in_the_Television_Discourse.pdf.;
Murdock, “Encoding and Decoding,” 3.

29 Graham Murdock, “Encoding and Decoding,” in The International Encyclopedia of Media Effects (John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2016), 5, https://doi.org/10.1002/9781118783764.wbieme0113.

28 Cristinel Munteanu, “Aberrant Decoding and Its Linguistic Expression (An Attempt to Restore the Original
Concept),” Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences 63 (2012): 229–41,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2012.10.034.
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overall conveyed meaning in relation to their own views. These categories of readings help

to support the structure of Norman Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis, explained in

more detail in the following chapter on Methodology.

When looking at media content, texts are encoded with messages and values of the

producer before they are communicated to the audience. Employing the language of

semiotics, Hall states that the message being conveyed is a “sign-vehicle” organized

through the operation of codes within chains of a discourse.31 Like a game of “Telephone,”

an event is first reported by a journalist or production team in a televised program,

conveying their interpretation of the chain of events to the audience. In a dominant reading,

the audience may choose to accept the original intended meaning as it is conveyed by the

producer. In an oppositional or negotiated reading, the audience may understand the

message differently from that of its originally intended meaning. The audience’s reading

can be based on a lack of understanding of the topic or comparing it to their own

interpretation of the chain of events as they reference prior personal experiences or

messages from other sources. In his case study based on the responses to the current affairs

program Nationwide produced by the British Broadcasting Corporation [BBC], David

Morley analyzed the readings of various social groups following the schema of dominant,

oppositional, and negotiated readings. Morley found the program’s attempt to appeal to a

majority of audience members meant it subsequently alienated the minorities on either ends

of the ideological spectrum. Morley argues that social positions of groups do not correlate

directly with their decodings of the program material, but instead, the groups’ decodings

are “inflected in different directions by the influence of the discourses and institutions in

which they are situated.”32 These findings support the case of using an intersectional lens in

approaching the material, as Hall’s original focus on class-based meaning systems cannot

answer as to why some people respond the way they do.

Murdock further points out the limitations of Hall’s focus on class-based values in

the use of the encoding/decoding model. The actual context of the message being conveyed

can alter the categorized reading of it. He provides examples such as news media being

conveyed with relatively closed, or “preferred,” official discourses presenting the material

32 David Morley, “The Nationwide Audience: Structuring and Decoding,” in The Nationwide Television
Studies (Routledge, 1980), 269, https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203983362.

31 Hall, “Encoding and Decoding in the Television Discourse,” 2.
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as fact, while polysemic productions like dramas or investigative documentaries

intentionally ask the audience to interpret the content more freely for entertainment.33 The

introduction of the internet has resulted in audiences becoming more active in the

production of, and response to, material created for consumption. The digitalization of

media destabilizes the class-focused model as the decoding of the texts is influenced by the

institutions in which the discussions are taking place. Murdock, in pointing out the

limitations of the readings schema, acknowledges that there is yet to be a solution to

Umberto Eco’s problem of developing a theoretical system localizing the relationship

between producer and receiver that includes the cultural variables in their responses.

Nevertheless, media reception theory permits us to organize audience responses to

determine potential connections between the producer and audience, beyond the

class-based values that Hall introduced.

Mediatization
Stig Hjarvard defines mediatization as “the process whereby society to an

increasing degree is submitted to, or becomes dependent on, the media and their logic.” 34

The term ‘media logic’ references the ways in which media transmits and communicates

information, including material, symbolic resources, and formal and informal rules.

Through these processes the media becomes integrated into society, while simultaneously

acting as an independent institution coordinating the interactions of other social and cultural

institutions.35 Mediatization can be seen in a politician structuring an interview answer in a

polarizing manner to better the chances of increased media coverage in a sound bite, or the

mediatization of previously physical activities like transferring money through online

banking rather than in-person transactions. Media maintains its independence as an

institution, however, through the production of content like television, newspapers, social

media, etc. As an institution it influences the workings of other institutions by providing a

shared space for communication that increases the interactions between all societal and

cultural institutions (e.g., family, organized religion, politics).36 These shares spaces can be

36 Ibid., 115.

35 Ibid., 106.

34 Stig Hjarvard, “The Mediatization of Society: A Theory of the Media as Agents of Social and Cultural
Change,” Nordicom Review 29 (January 1, 2008): 113.

33 Murdock, “Encoding and Decoding,” 8-9.
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verified social media accounts, televised services, talk shows, live coverage of

parliamentary meetings, etc. Sociologist John B. Thompson highlights the development of

circulation of information into a “mediatization of modern culture,” wherein the

transmission of symbolic forms of society and culture become dependent on the technology

and institutions of media industries.37 The mediatization of society results in social

institutions becoming increasingly dependent on the media and their logic in their ability to

communicate and exist, as media provide communicative fora that host the institutions.

Mediatization of Religion
As a non-normative concept, mediatization can be applied to the specific context of

mediatization of religion. In their book, Mediatization and Religion: Nordic Perspectives,

Stig Hjarvard and Mia Lövheim approach the question of how the mediatization of religion

exists within the Nordic context. The influence of mediatization on religious institutions is

seen in the impact of the role of the National Church within media, media approaches to

social conflicts, conceptions of identity in multicultural societies, and the presence of

religion within popular culture.38 The rise of mass media as a form of communication for

these religious institutions impacts how they approach their place in multicultural societies

as well as how they are presented by media institutions. In asking how content and

discourses changed in Nordic newspapers and how they can be understood as part of more

general changes in the media, religion, and society, Teemu Taira analyzed Nordic

newspapers and determined a differentiation in their circulation and content about religion,

depending on the secular or religious denomination.39 Content on secularism is compared to

content on religious institutions or denominations, and illustrates how newspapers still

favor traditional Lutheran heritage over minority religions like that of Islam, typically

portraying all forms of religion as a collective rather than individual element in the societal

conversation. A more detailed explanation of mediatization of religion in the Swedish

context will be introduced in Chapter 5.

39 Teemu Taira, “Studying Religion in Nordic Newspapers: An Introduction,” Temenos: Nordic Journal of
Comparative Religion 55, no. 2 (2019): 175–99, https://doi.org/10.33356/temenos.87824.

38 Stig Hjarvard and Mia Lövheim, “Introduction,” in Mediatization and Religion: Nordic Perspectives
(Göteborg: Nordicom, 2012), 9–20, https://go.exlibris.link/gXHZbsN0.

37 John B. Thompson, Ideology and Modern Culture: Critical Social Theory in the Era of Mass
Communication (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), http://www.sup.org/books/title/?id=3138.
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Chapter III: Methodology

Introduction
The research questions of this study ask how the role of religion in Swedish national

identity influenced the online reception of Halal-TV in 2008. In responding to this inquiry,

this study is intended to bring to light how religion is integrated into the Swedish media

discourse, especially regarding representation, perceptions of national belonging, and

attitudes towards minority religions. Building upon previous studies on the discourse

surrounding Halal-TV, I will qualitatively analyze published newspaper texts and their

respective comment fields, making use of Norman Fairclough’s three-dimensional Critical

Discourse analysis. In recognizing the multi-dimensional nature of the discourse, the texts

are further dissected through a postcolonial feminist lens to contextualize how elements of

Swedish national identity influenced representations of Muslim women in Halal-TV.

Material Selection
The collection of material for this study first involved determining the scope of

content available. Previous studies have already looked at the overall negative reaction

within newspaper texts towards Halal-TV, as well as the discussions concerning the role of

religion within public broadcast media.40 Building off of the Schindelar and Wahlström and

Lövheim and Axner studies about the debate surrounding Halal-TV, this study broadens the

scope of participants within the debate to include an analysis of the comment fields of

published newspaper texts and focuses on analyzing the discourse through the lens of

postcolonial feminist theory. The analyzed texts were published in four Swedish

newspapers: Aftonbladet, Dagens Nyheter, Journalisten, and Svenska Dagbladet. Comment

sections were available under the texts on the Journalisten webpages, a total of 17

comments collected. Published newspaper texts consisted primarily of interviews and

op-eds, several which were responding to published texts within the same newspaper. The

eight texts and three corresponding comments within the analysis are representative of the

recurring themes and positions identified within the overall discourse in the newspapers.

40 Schindelar and Wahlström, “Halal-tv, haram enligt mediedebatten? - En studie av debatten om Halal-tv i
svensk dagspress.”; Lövheim and Axner, “Halal-TV: Negotiating The Place Of Religion In Swedish Public
Discourse.”
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The inclusion of comment fields within the selected material expanded the analysis

of the discourse beyond political figures, media representatives, and cultural critics. These

figures partake in the discourse and can publish their thoughts in interviews or op-eds;

comment sections provide an additional dimension to the demographics of those

participating within the public sphere in discussions about Halal-TV. This study is limited

to published newspaper texts and their comment fields for the purpose of containing the

discourse to the same level of public exposure. While the inclusion of blog posts within the

material was considered, they were not included as the national newspapers have a larger

overall readership and were more accessible to the greater public. Additionally, the

exclusion of blog posts more closely resembles the material referenced by Lövheim and

Axner in their study on Halal-TV and the role of religion in media, and Schindelar and

Wahlström on the overall negative criticism Halal-TV received within newspapers.

One of the issues encountered in the corpus selection was a lack of available

comment fields under all newspaper texts. When comments under texts were available, all

timestamps and usernames were recorded when possible. The challenge of finding public

commentary posted under the analyzed newspaper texts did limit the initial corpus

collection, but a couple newspaper texts were written as responses to published interviews

and op-eds, so these too can be understood as “commentary.” An additional hurdle within

the data collection and material selection was the issue of outdated web pages for

newspaper texts about Halal-TV. Some webpage links were no longer active, but this issue

was resolved in using a web archive when possible. All referenced online newspaper texts

and their corresponding comment fields refer to the earliest online versions available, using

the Wayback Machine digital archive created by the nonprofit Internet Archive. In this

digital archive, partner organizations and independent individuals upload snapshots to the

archive, thereby documenting the webpages as they are on that date, available for others to

reference. This unfortunately means that the text webpages and their accompanying

comment fields were not always available as archived snapshots from late 2008 or early

2009, the timespan this study covers. Sometimes, the earliest web page snapshots available

in the Wayback Machine digital archive were saved many years after the discussions

occurred and potential discourse material in comment fields may have been lost. To

reference the online interactions within the public discourse and reactions to the online
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texts, all sources refer to the Wayback Machine’s earliest archived version of the webpage.

If the text and its comments field was not available in the digital archive, but the original

webpage link was still active, I uploaded a snapshot of the page as it was seen in 2022 for

the reference of any future studies.

To trace recurring themes within the discourse, the selected material of newspaper

texts and their comments were organized in the qualitative software program Atlas.ti. All

material was coded for my hypothesized themes of the discourse, i.e. thematic material

pertaining to categories of Gender, Media, Religion, and Nationality/“Swedishness”. These

themes were chosen in their reflection of recurring ideas that emerged in discussions on

Swedish national identity and the role of religion and secularism within the media, inside

and outside the discussion surrounding Halal-TV. In coding these themes, they also helped

to mark instances in the texts that emphasized or countered ideals of Swedish national

identity, illustrating the range of opinions within the overall discourse.

Method and Operationalization
Following Hall’s media reception theory, each text was also analyzed for its

positioning as a dominant, oppositional, or negotiated reading. Only one reception theory

label was attached to each text, and the labels were determined based on the writer’s overall

dominant, oppositional, or negotiated reading of the text to which they were directly

responding. If a newspaper text author was writing about their reception of Halal-TV as a

program, rather than in response to another published article, then their label as a dominant,

oppositional, or negotiated reading was determined by if the author thought the program

met the hosts and producers’ expressed goal of fostering discussions of minority differences

and cultural identity among the general audience. Texts that opposed the overall production

of the program were labeled as oppositional readings.

Stuart Hall’s work on media representation and media reception was used to

structure a Critical Discourse Analysis [CDA] of the collected corpus. The

operationalization of the dominant, oppositional, or negotiated readings schema and Hall’s

media reception theory in the discourse around Halal-TV enables the determination of the

positionality of each writer to be categorized regarding how the three hosts are being

represented as Muslim women, as fellow Swedes, and as individuals directed by a

production team and represented within Swedish society at large. As explained by Van
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Dijk, “CDA is a type of discourse analysis research that primarily studies the way social

power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, reproduced, and resisted by text and

talk in social and political contexts.”41 CDA bridges the divide between the micro-level of

language use, discourse, and communication with the macro-level of the social order, e.g.

power, dominance, and inequality.42 Using Fairclough’s CDA framework, the analyzed

material is situated within three dimensions: the text and specific choice of words; the

discursive practice and interpretation of the text; and the overarching social practice or

commentary reflected in the social relationships exhibited in the text.43 CDA of the online

exchanges about Halal-TV reiterates the conclusion set forth by De Cillia et al., that

discourse about life and experiences illustrates the tensions and interdiscursive relationships

present within official, semi-official, and “quasi-private” environments of social practice, as

state and culture together play a role in the construction of national identity.44 To this effect,

Wodak and Meyer explain that Critical Discourse Studies is used to illustrate the functions

of language use with the deconstruction of ideologies and power through an investigation

of semiotic data.45 This data includes the categorization and positioning of individuals and

communities within discourse. Words like “we”, “they”, “others” and “us” act as the flags

of Billig’s argument of banal nationalism existing within the discursive environment.46

Through this social categorization of an “us” and a “them” the language used serves the

purpose of othering, isolating, questions, or enforces a sense of belonging among the sender

and receiver.

46 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London;
New York: Verso Books, 2016), https://go.exlibris.link/PLKPlRyr.; Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism
(London: Sage, 1995), https://go.exlibris.link/rpKFQmjw.

45 Ruth Wodak and Michael Meyer, “Critical Discourse Studies: History, Agenda, Theory and Methodology,”
in Methods of Critical Discourse Studies, 3rd ed. (Los Angeles: SAGE, 2016), 4,
http://uu.summon.serialssolutions.com/2.0.0/link/0/eLvHCXMwY2AwNtIz0EUrE4CN4qRkc4PENJNEo2RjS
4s0kzRzc2BBaJJmZGmRYgba_uwbZeHoZ-Hla-GKWC-bklmcCLoNB7T6ArxNLbWiuAy0g9sQNAEE6qkD
e1igewv0TJ3Bu7ZAOy1BdRQSx9AEdrITVNIYlQ_ZO1uKVKu4CTKwgHYaCDEwpeYJM4j7QEcOixXUF
Hzghx0XizCo-oJveS5WyE9TSIbeTKAA2k2bD1qAoVAMWQkoyiDv5hri7KFbWhoPHZOJh2yqg3rDSIyBB
djXT5VgUEgGZiBDy8SURMM0oMuSDZNMzBOTk4C1foqRRbJ5mpkkgwQuU6RwS0kzcAHreejIgQwDa
xowZafKgnwtBw46APbxb0w.

44 Rudolf De Cillia, Martin Reisigl, and Ruth Wodak, “The Discursive Construction of National Identities,”
Discourse & Society 10, no. 2 (April 1, 1999): 149–73, https://doi.org/10.1177/0957926599010002002.

43 Norman Fairclough, Critical Discourse Analysis: The Critical Study of Language, 2nd ed. (Harlow:
Longman, 2010), https://go.exlibris.link/xD6TWVMD.

42 Ibid.. 354.

41 Teun A. Van Dijk, “Critical Discourse Analysis,” in The Handbook of Discourse Analysis, 1st ed. (Malden,
Mass: Blackwell Publishers, 2003), 352, https://doi.org/10.1604/9780470751985.
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The qualitative element of CDA provides an intersectional approach to understand

how of the social, cultural, and political backgrounds are manifested within language of

newspaper texts and their online commentary. In their 2013 study on the issue of racism

within comment fields of mainstream news sites, Matthew W. Hughey and Jessie Daniels

outline common pitfalls encountered in the critical discourse analyses of patterns of racism

playing out in the public sphere online. Moderation of these online commentary spaces can

result in the “whitewashing” of data as the racism that emerges is wiped from an idealized

public sphere.47 It is the creation of this “third space” on the internet, between the private

and the public spheres, that outwardly expressed racist discourse is able to be expressed by

users. Depending on the online platform and its moderation, Hughey and Daniels draw

from Benedict Anderson when they posit that this space for the discursive interaction

among users results in the formation of an “imagined community” wherein users feel they

are part of an intimate private conversation yet the content itself is shared on a public

platform.48

Conclusion
As a qualitative study of the discourse surrounding Halal-TV, the material presented

in Chapter 6 seeks to highlight specific instances within newspaper texts and comment

fields that reflect contemporary ideals of Swedish national identity and the question

surrounding the role of religion. The focus on newspaper texts and comment fields reflects

a space in which people responded and interacted to the debates in an open environment

that encouraged discourse. National newspapers, in their more general availability both on

and offline, help to mitigate the risk of limiting the discourse to specific social groups. In

the CDA of the newspaper texts and online commentary, I drew inspiration from Laura

Costellos’s study on the discourse of sameness within French newspapers.49 Additional

49 Laura Costelloe, “Discourses of Sameness: Expressions of Nationalism in Newspaper Discourse on French
Urban Violence in 2005,” Discourse & Society 25, no. 3 (May 1, 2014): 315–40,
https://doi.org/10.1177/0957926513519533.

48 Anderson, Imagined Communities.

47 Matthew W. Hughey and Jessie Daniels, “Racist Comments at Online News Sites: A Methodological
Dilemma for Discourse Analysis,” Media, Culture & Society 35, no. 3 (April 1, 2013): 336,
https://doi.org/10.1177/0163443712472089.
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inspiration and references concerning the discourse of national identity through CDA was

drawn from De Cillia et al.’s work in discursive constructions of national identities.50

Due to the analyzed material being published on the webpages of newspapers

available in the public domain, the texts and comments analyzed and presented within this

study have not been edited in any way to further protect the anonymity or information of

the authors more than what is available in the public realm. For the published newspaper

texts, the authors’ occupations as figures within political and media spheres mean that their

publications are intended to be associated with the individuals’ names. The authors’

occupations as regular contributors to these newspapers position them as public figures

within the debate. For the comment fields underneath the newspaper texts, most comments

typically only included the first name of the individual. In instances where a given and

surname for a commenter was included in their post, the name has been referenced in full to

ensure transparency of the presented analyzed material for any potential future studies and

cross-referencing.

Lastly, I want to be clear in my own positionality within the course of this study. As

a white Swedish-American who spent most of her upbringing in the upper-middle class

suburbs of the United States, my readings of the texts are influenced by my own personal

experiences. I am not a woman of color, nor am I Muslim, and I while I grew up culturally

Swedish in an American context, I cannot say that I grew up in Sweden. My own

experiences regarding the role of religion, particularly those separate from my own

irregular Protestant church attendance, will most definitely be different in some ways from

the lived experiences of the subjects of this study, i.e., the hosts, the production team, the

journalists, and those that posted online comments in response to the discourse.

Furthermore, my own perception of secularism within society may be different from that of

others looking at the same material, as the explicit separation of church and state in the

United States still very obviously carries the traditions of Christian traditions.

Comparatively, secularism in Sweden also differs starkly from the laïcite of French society,

so both European and non-European readers from outside of the Swedish context can

potentially differ even more from my interpretations of the texts. To the best of my ability, I

50 De Cillia, Reisigl, and Wodak, “The Discursive Construction of National Identities.”
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have tried to minimize these differences by approaching the material from an objective

point of view but admit that others may read the same texts differently.
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Chapter IV: What is “Swedish?”

Introduction
When asked what beliefs or values are associated with Swedish identity, people often

list elements such as freedom of the press, gender equality, and the strength of the welfare

state. The question of “what is Swedish” contains a subtextual question of “who is

Swedish?” This relationship between the who in a population and the what of culture

seemingly binding a group together is not fixed. Instead, the relationship exists in the minds

of those inside and outside the group. In his seminal work on the development of

nationalism around the world, Benedict Anderson introduced the “imagined community” as

a descriptor of the social group, i.e. nation, bound by the social, political, and cultural

definitions of its own creation.51 These definitions develop in response to other nations with

which they interact. The comparative element of nationhood is central to understanding

how those in a nation see themselves and how they see those as part of the “out-group.”

In the case of Sweden, national identity includes elements of comparison to

non-Western nations, other E.U. and European countries, and fellow Nordic neighbors. This

constant comparative aspect of nationhood is used to both unify and ostracize people within

the collective. The constitutional freedom of the press, a candidly feminist foreign and

domestic policy framework, and a well-established welfare state system have a profound

effect on the cultural identity of Swedes today, but these elements are only perceived as

potential identity markers due to a need to define the nation on an international,

comparative scale. Sweden’s historical national identity developed rapidly after the end of

the Second World War, and the influences of immigration and changing welfare policy

challenge historic notions of national identity.

This chapter will begin to outline the development of national identity and its

current formation in responding to the question of “What is Swedish?” In Chapter 5, the

determined expressions of national identity in the Swedish context are subsequently

engaged to address the role of religion in Swedish national identity. This chapter’s

examination of what is to be considered “Swedish” in turn highlights when exceptions to

these ideas about national identity and values appear within public discourse. In calling

51 Anderson, Imagined Communities.
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attention to these exceptions, particularly those regarding gender, religion, and minority

groups, the actuality of Sweden as a nation built upon democracy and respect in

multiculturalism is both realized and complicated.

Development of National Identity
National Identity

To begin answering the question of how Swedish national identity ties into the role of

religion within society, it is important to understand the development of national identity.

Anderson’s definition of nations as formations of “imagined communities” positions these

communities are cultural artefacts of historical developments that have gone on to produce

the emotional legitimacy now connected to nationality.52 This “imagined community” is

both limited and sovereign. Anderson explains that this imagined community is limited as

its boundaries are definitive in relation to other nations, and sovereign in the sense that

nationality and nationalism are concepts emerging from the rubble of a societies historically

rooted in religious communities centered around the Church, now associated with the

Enlightenment’s push for secular structures.

The separation of the Church from ideas of national identity is an important point to

clarify. The sharing of printed texts and the ideology surrounding political, economic, and

individual fed the beginnings of nationalism in European colonies and within Europe.

Whereas printing presses had experienced an initial boom due to the large-scale printing

and dissemination of Luther’s Ninety-five Theses, the shift towards vernacular languages in

print resulted in even more engagement and the printing of secular texts that resulted in

ideological developments of national identity. In his work on the effects of the printing

press on standardization of vernacular languages, Yu Sasaki postulates that early modern

ethnic groups approached the standardization of their languages to rationalize their cultural

practices and traditions.53 This rationalization of languages and cultural practices was a way

to legitimize the nation both among its people as well as in the eyes of outsiders and other

nation-states.

53 Yu Sasaki, “Publishing Nations: Technology Acquisition and Language Standardization for European
Ethnic Groups,” The Journal of Economic History 77, no. 4 (December 2017): 1007–47,
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0022050717000821.

52 Ibid., 4.
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Banal Nationalism
Just as language is not the sole form of expression, visual manifestations of nationalism

are also at work. In the field of semiotics previously mentioned in Chapter 2, signs and

signifiers work to convey messages and meanings from senders to the receivers. Physical

objects, or signs, like flags can work in the same way that languages do. In his titular work

introducing “banal nationalism,” Michael Billig likens the concept of a flag to that of the

expressed, if subtle, workings of language. The flag hanging outside of a public building

serves only as a quiet reminder of the nationalism already at work within society. At the

same time, remembering involves a forgetting of national identity: the forgetting that a

person is but one individual in a larger population of a nation, and the forgetting of shared

histories in a form of collective amnesia.54 In asking “What is a Nation?” at a conference in

1882, the French scholar and critic Ernest Renan said that this collective forgetting is “an

essential factor in the creation of a nation…[and] the essence of a nation is that all of its

members have a great deal in common and also they have forgotten many things.”55 As a

nation stresses the remembrance of its history, it also strives to forget certain elements in its

efforts to maintain its status as a nation. However, as Billig explains, this process of

maintaining nationhood is more complex than simply forgetting the past. National identity

is powerful because it is embedded in the daily routines of its people, and these minute

reminders, or ‘flags’, of nationhood sustain its existence in daily life.56 Billig takes issue

with the idea of nationalism being seen as an emotional and irrational problem that must be

solved in established nations, as this interpretation pushes the idea that the problem is

separate from the nations. The separation of nationalism from the nation-state is a

manifestation of this collective amnesia that Renan described.

The presence of national flags serving as both a reminder and a forgetting of

nationalism within daily life is echoed in the use of language. Language, as argued by

Anderson, was central to the development of national identity as it worked to unify

communities. Expressions of imagined communities and their corresponding social,

political, or cultural boundaries act as “flags” of national identity. Billig argues that without

56 Billig, Banal Nationalism, 38.

55 Ernest Renan, “What Is a Nation?,” trans. Ethan Rundell (Sorbonne, 1882), 1–11,
http://ucparis.fr/files/9313/6549/9943/What_is_a_Nation.pdf.

54 Billig, Banal Nationalism, 37-38.
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an obvious political challenge to the state and people, the ideology of nationalism is

expressed in the everyday, in a routine and invisible fashion, in a method of banal

expressions.57 It is in these minute expressions about group dynamics that nationalism

resides and is strengthened, resulting in the structuring of an “us” and “them.” The use of

words like “us” and “them” act as signals of enforced boundaries between groups, situated

and reinforced in the conscious orientation of the receiver.

Swedish National Identity
Any attempt to define a specific nationality falls into Renan’s issue of a collective

amnesia and a reduction of vibrant societies down to generalizations. However, ideas of

what elements of national identity are most prominent in the minds of a nation’s people can

be recognized through the emphasis of certain cultural narratives, myths, and the language

(i.e. choice of words, phrases) used in discussions with those of the same nationality as well

as “outsiders.” If one looks at the word “Swedishness” it insinuates that something, or

someone, reflects the ideals or makeup of what it means to be “Swedish.” But what is

“Swedish,” and who decides how it is defined? This question can be approached in

studying the content of Sweden.se, a product of the Swedish Institute. The website provides

a snapshot of what specific ideals are externally marketed as part of a “Swedish”

nationality. The history of the Swedish Institute and the purpose behind the Sweden.se

website will be addressed later in this section, but we will begin by first exploring the

trajectory of the development of a Swedish national identity throughout Swedish history.

Following the trend of other Western European nations, ideas about national

identity in Sweden began to take hold in the 19th century in response to the Enlightenment.

Tracing back to the legislation of the Freedom of the Press Act of 1766, recognized as the

first law in the world supporting the freedom of the press and freedom of information, the

political influences of the Enlightenment are seen today in the emphasis of Sweden as a

democratic society with a strong tradition of free speech.58 Neither is the question of what,

or who, is to be considered Swedish a new one. Domestically, the historical othering of

Sámi, the indigenous people of Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Russia, included narratives

58 “Openness in Sweden,” sweden.se, November 3, 2021,
https://sweden.se/life/democracy/openness-in-sweden.

57 Ibid., 15.
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of the minority group being differentiated from the more homogenous majority population.

These narratives frequently stressed the Sámi people as the “other” in comparison to

majority population Swedes. Sámi were seen as stuck in the past with their reindeer herding

while the more civilized Swedes encouraged developments in agriculture, technology, and

society.59 State efforts to address the oppression and discrimination of minority groups in

Sweden include the 2010 National Minorities and Minority Languages Act, which

formalized the rights of minority groups in Sweden, and the establishment of the Sámi

Parliament of Sweden which today acts as a publicly elected parliament as well as state

agency that carries out daily tasks for a living Sámi culture.60 Developments in the cultural

history of national identity are seen in the Romantic nationalism of art, music, and

literature. Emphasizing the pre-industrial history of Europe, Romanticism in the

Scandinavian countries was self-referential in its attention to Nordic history and mythology

and was used to legitimize the existing political state in conveying a direct connection to

the ancient history of its people. Barton H. Arnold posited that national romanticism

reached its peak in Sweden between 1905 and 1920, in response to the turmoil of the First

World War. During this period, the long-term consequences of Swedish national

romanticism and neutrality “inspired the vision of national community, where reason,

justice, and humanity reigned, a haven of peace and beacon of hope for the wider world.”61

These visions, however, are caught up in Renan’s dilemma of remembering history. The

realities of time and space frequently differ from the perceived idealization of the

referenced history. Tracing the development of national identity and what is to be defined,

or labeled, as “Swedish” in the 20th century illustrates how national identity served different

purposes for people. While highlighting the connection to nature and mythical narratives of

Nordic history or modernization of society as a result of industrialization, the 20th century

presentation of Swedish national identity simultaneously ignores controversial or negative

state actions, including the systematic political and cultural oppression of the Sámi, the

1922 founding of the Swedish State Institute for Racial Biology for the purpose of studying

61 H. Arnold Barton, “The Silver Age of Swedish National Romanticism, 1905-1920,” Scandinavian Studies
74, no. 4 (2002): 515.

60 Sametinget, “The Sami Parliament: Organization,” Sametinget, May 2, 2016,
https://www.sametinget.se/9690.

59 Inga-Maria Mulk, “Conflicts Over the Repatriation of Sami Cultural Heritage in Sweden,” Acta Borealia 26,
no. 2 (December 1, 2009): 194–215, https://doi.org/10.1080/08003830903372092.
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eugenics and racial science, and the disputed “neutrality” of the Swedish state during World

War II in its exportation of iron ore to Nazi Germany. These moments in history are perhaps

not so much “forgotten” as they are glossed over.

As previously mentioned, the romantic nationalism of the 18th and 19th centuries was

directed towards an appreciation of nature and the mythical narratives about it. These

efforts were intended to foster patriotic feelings of a common unity among the population

during the period of rapid change brought about by industrialization and modernization. In

her discursive analysis of the Swedish Tourist Association’s [STA] yearbooks published

between 1886 through 2013, Karin Idevall Hagren outlined the ways in which Swedish

national identity and ideas of Swedishness have changed over time. According to Hagren,

the yearbooks’ contents address the questions of “what is considered to be typically

Swedish, what is considered an exotic element in Sweden, how people in different parts of

the country are thought of and what in Sweden is considered worthy of attention?”62 What

is striking about the posing of these questions is that the STA yearbooks are all published in

Swedish, with the intent of educating Swedes about Sweden, not an audience of

international tourists. The ideas of Swedish national identity expressed within the

yearbooks served the purpose of informing Swedes about their own nationality. Hagren

organizes the STA’s yearbooks’ messages into three distinct phases concerning their

formulation of national identity:

1) the movement towards a common shared Swedish identity from 1886-1930 because

of rising industrialization and modernization, emphasizing messages of “us”

referencing homogeneity among the majority and the othering of minority

populations like the Sámi;

2) the upholding of a Swedish national identity from the years 1931-1970, where

Swedish history is referenced as a common origin of relative peacefulness among

the people in the previous 200 years, unifying the Swedish population of the past,

present, and future in response to the threat of World War II and the Cold War;

3) and the formation of a new national identity from 1971 to 2013 as increased

immigration and a shift towards individualism resulted in Swedish national identity

62 Karin Idevall Hagren, “Nature, Modernity, and Diversity: Swedish National Identity in a Touring
Association’s Yearbooks 1886–2013,” National Identities 23, no. 5 (October 20, 2021): 474,
https://doi.org/10.1080/14608944.2020.1803819.
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being constructed in relation to other nations, as well as being marketed as a brand

within the international market.63

This timeline of the evolution of Swedish national identity illustrates how external factors

effected the development of nationhood within the last 80 years. Echoing the words of

Billig, “the national community can only be imagined by also imagining communities of

foreigners.”64 Domestic efforts like that of the STA’s publishing of yearbooks highlighted

key locations, traditions, and practices that are identified as “Swedish” for a Swedish

audience. These yearbooks adapted to meet the needs of the audience as nationalism

evolved in response to threats against the nation-state. The external factors that emerged

with the threat of war and the need to increase participation within the international market

resulted in the emphasis of national identity moving towards selling Sweden as a brand,

rather than emphasizing the previous focus on homogeneity and a common origin among

the population.

Value-based national identity markers, such as the functioning of a democratic

society, individual rights of the citizen, broad freedom of the press, and a separation of

religion from politics began to be referenced as foundational elements to a common

national identity, alongside the shared language. After the Second World War, national

unity and homogeneity were no longer primary selling points for the branding of Sweden as

a nation. Instead, immigration and individualism pushed the branding of Sweden to include

value-based identifiers for nationhood, rather than a shared common origin or historical

attachment to the natural landscapes of the country. In his study on the history and

development of the Swedish Institute as a government agency, Nikolas Glover argues that

there was a counterflow of information about national identity in the work of the Swedish

Institute in its efforts to define what is essentially “Swedish” and how to market this

definition to those outside of the country. A quasi-official agency partially funded by the

State and partially by corporate members, the Swedish Institute (previously named the

Swedish Institute for Cultural Exchange with Foreign Countries) was proposed by a

committee in 1943 to facilitate the promotion of Sweden and Swedish culture abroad

64 Billig, Banal Nationalism, 79.

63 Ibid., 479-486.
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following the end of the Second World War.65 Sweden’s status as a “neutral” state during

the conflict meant it was excluded from the post-war spheres of influence of the victorious

Allied powers. The Swedish state’s dependency on the foreign markets and political allies

for its own survival pushed it to seek new and strengthen international relationships.

Literally named “the America Inquiry,” the committee that proposed the idea of the

Swedish Institute sought to better the country’s foreign relations by focusing its attention on

Sweden’s relationship with the United States. Prior to the war, Sweden had a positive

reputation as a civilized country for its progressive political and social policies in the

1930s, with much of the international attention drawn towards the Swedish budget system,

labor relations, workplace safety, social care, and urban and industrial living conditions.66

These points of interest served as key elements of the Swedish Institutes cultural

propaganda, and later explicit marketing, of the country’s political-economic structure to

outside audiences. Glover postulates that this formation of a defined and marketed

“Swedishness” for foreign audiences directly influenced how the Swedish public saw itself

in the post-war period and today. The political-economic focus of a structured welfare

system as the attraction for international tourists within the 1930s was emphasized

following the end of the Second World War in the effort to boost Sweden’s foreign

reputation, but the attention drawn towards these features simultaneously made them points

of reference for Swedes domestically.

The political-economic approach of the America Inquiry, however, meant that many

saw a lack of international recognition of Swedish culture. In response, the Swedish

Institute shifted its focus towards Swedish culture and society.67 Today, the Institute

describes itself as an organization encouraging interest and trust in Sweden as a country by

hosting skill development courses, promoting cultural exchange and cooperation, and

providing grants and funding. The Swedish Institute website repeatedly emphasizes key

words tied to national identity, namely “innovation, sustainability, culture and creativity.”68

68 Swedish Institute, “About SI | The Swedish Institute,” Svenska Institutet (blog), accessed May 11, 2022,
https://si.se/en/about-si/.

67 Glover, “Imaging Community,” 252.

66 Fritz Henriksson, Redogörelse för tillkomsten av press- och informationsorganet i Utrikesdepartementet,
dess organisatoriska utveckling och nuvarande uppgifter samt för den utåtriktade informationstjänsten i vissa
andra länder med sammanfattning och förslag (Stockholm: Fritzes bokhandel, 1939),
https://go.exlibris.link/VZZVssXm. quoted in: Glover, “Imaging Community,” 249.

65 Nikolas Glover, “Imaging Community: Sweden in ‘cultural Propaganda’ Then and Now,” Scandinavian
Journal of History 34, no. 3 (2009): 247-48, https://doi.org/10.1080/03468750903134707.
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Additionally, reports published by the Swedish Institute focus on the efforts to strategically

promote Sweden as a brand abroad and actions to maintain a positive international

reputation as indicated by indexes that document foreign perceptions of states.69 Again,

these documents push for specific language used in defining a national identity:

“innovation,” “society,” “creativity,” and “sustainability.” These words, or profile areas as

they are referenced in a Swedish Institute strategic report, are areas in which the Swedish

Institute believes they can expand Sweden’s reputation, meeting the self-expressed national

values of being open, innovative, caring, and authentic.70 These efforts to brand Swedish

national identity and emphasize core values are seen on the Sweden.se website, published

by the Swedish Institute. The website menu bar categorizes its contents about Sweden into

four categories: Life, Work & Business, Climate, and Culture. These categories then are

separated into sub-categories. Most striking of these are the sub-categories for Life:

Democracy, Equality, People, Society, and Swedish language.71 In the organization of the

menu bar, the Swedish Institute identifies the national core values deemed most appropriate

for foreigners to know. The Culture category is organized along the sub-categories of Arts

& Design, Celebrations, Food, and History, reflecting the Swedish past with echoes of the

STA yearbooks’ contents. Similarly, the categories of Work & Business and Climate hint at

the future economic and environmental potential of Sweden, with many of the

sub-categories of the Work & Business section seemingly targeted towards prospective

immigrants or foreign investment opportunities.

The Swedish Institute is a result of the long history of nationalism being used to

define an “imagined community.” Attempts to define Swedish national identity can only be

relative as they are dependent on the subjective borders of the imagined community,

borders that can easily shift according to whom one is speaking. Historical understandings

of the nation have excluded groups like the Sámi, which now are recognized and protected

as a minority group in Sweden under the 2010 National Minorities and Minority Languages

Act. However, the recognition of minority groups does not mean that their historical

oppression or othering by the majority has stopped. As explained in the following section,

71 “Hej! Welcome to Sweden,” sweden.se, accessed May 12, 2022, https://sweden.se/.

70 Ibid.. 7.

69 Swedish Institute, “Strategy for the Promotion of Sweden 2.0” (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, June 2017),
https://sharingsweden.se/materials/strategy-promotion-sweden-2-0/.
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the lauded Swedish national ideal of openness in society is not always the case. Yet, it is

beneficial to understand the trajectory of Swedish national identity as first an attempt to

unify the people under a common origin and narrative Nordic myth, and later in response to

threats of war and the development of international markets. “Swedishness” as a term is

open-ended because its definition is up to the individual, and by default up for debate.

Swedish Exceptionalism
The actions of government-funded agencies like the Swedish Institute and

expressions of banal nationalism reminds us that national identity is subject to change, in

official and unofficial ways. In the actual practice of vocalizing an idea of a national “us,”

the structuring of a “them” excludes individuals or communities from the majority. An

image of a progressive Sweden, at least in how it is projected internationally by actors like

the Swedish Institute and often idealized domestically, can be questioned as repeated

patterns of oppression emphasize the hegemony of historical ideas of “Swedishness.” The

focus of “sameness” within the nation promotes an idea that positive characteristics of the

Self and negative characteristics of “the other” draw distinctions between the in- and

out-groups.72 If values ascribed to the nation are mentioned, then there must be recognition

of how these national values are used to issue boundaries that define who belongs within

the nation. The maintenance of these (imagined) boundaries between groups shift as the

definition of the nation changes among communities. This can result in values being pitted

against each other for the purpose of defining “the other.” The subject of “Swedishness” is

sometimes the product of national exceptionalism, as national values are seen as

counteracting each other within discourse.

This exceptionalism is interwoven into different areas of society. In terms of gender

equality, in 2014 the Swedish government introduced its feminist foreign policy, the first

country in the world to do so.73 In explicitly stating its commitment to the formulation and

promotion of gender equality beyond its geographical borders, the Swedish government

detailed the human rights-based approach it was taking on all future policy matters and

emphasized its priorities as a nation devoted to equality and opportunity in policy.

73 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Handbook: Sweden’s Feminist Foreign Policy” (Sweden: Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, 2019), https://www.government.se/reports/2018/08/handbook-swedens-feminist-foreign-policy/.

72 Costelloe, “Discourses of Sameness,” 316.
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However, these actions should be observed in the context of concurrent issues of gender

inequality within the nation. In asking the question “Is there a non-socialist Swedish

feminism?” social geographer Irene Molina points out that there is a significant lack of

inclusion of people of color and range of economic classes in mainstream Swedish

feminism.74 Molina, economist Paulina de los Reyes and sociologist Diana Mulinari

addressed lack of postcolonial approaches in feminism in Sweden in their 2002 anthology

The (un)equal disguises of power – gender, race and ethnicity in postcolonial Sweden.75 The

hegemonic norms of white, Christian middle- and upper-class Swedish society still

dominate the national conversations regarding gender (in)equality in the country.

Simultaneously, this issue of gender equality has risen to the forefront of national discourse

due to the postcolonial influences of immigration and labor movements in Sweden. Ann

Towns explains how the equality discourse has structured itself into a hierarchical

categorization of the population, of “Swedes” and “immigrants.”76 This paradox, explains

Towns, emerged in Swedish gender equality policy due to a shift in the 1990s wherein

gender equality shifted to being a cultural issue rather than labor issue. Prior to the 1990s,

gender equality had been associated with workforce opportunities and disparities for

women, with minimal differentiation in approaches regarding immigrant women and

Swedish women. Once gender equality discussions began to address issues of cultural

differences in the 1990s, the categorization of “immigrants” vs. “Swedes” emerged as a

recurring theme in public discourse. The assignment of immigrant groups as the out-group

and Swedes as the in-group developed out of an idea that the conservative patriarchal

cultures of immigrant families and communities were not compatible with Swedish society

and culture, ergo the inability for immigrants to identify as “Swedish.”

The 1990s in Sweden brought a period of change in how gender equality was

approached as well as the evolving nature of the welfare system in response to rising

neoliberalism. Schierup and Ålund summarize the issue in saying Sweden’s reputation as a

state with generous welfare policies and inclusive efforts concerning asylum and

multiculturalism has ceased with the neoliberal globalization movement. Immigrant and

76 Towns, “Paradoxes of (In)Equality.”

75 De los Reyes, Molina, and Mulinari, Maktens (o)lika förklädnader.

74 Irene Molina, “Is There a Non-Socialist Swedish Feminism?,” The European Journal of Women’s Studies
27, no. 3 (2020): 302, https://doi.org/10.1177/1350506820930671.
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minority groups have been pushed into areas with high unemployment rates, particularly

for youth, resulting in increased segregation and concentrated poverty within disadvantaged

neighborhoods. The liberal core values of democracy, equal opportunity, and diversity, as

outlined by Schierup and Ålund, are unattainable for the out-group because of the illiberal

policies enacted by the state to address these same issues.77 Schierup and Ålund posit that

the disconnect between policies put forth in the 1990s and the lived experiences of

immigrant communities goes back to the mid-1970s’ Swedish politics on citizenship and

multiculturalism: the equitable welfare system was to support an inclusive multicultural

conception of the nation within the larger universalist conception of citizenship in the

state.78 In response to economic and social crises, a new integration policy was created in

1997 to replace the previous immigration policy, and the onus of integration (on paper)

became the responsibility of the entire population, not just immigrants or ethnic minorities.

The intent was to encourage a new Swedish identity and a renegotiated national community

based on shared democratic values, rather than shared historical geographic origins.79

Tensions between minority groups and perceived threats of multiculturalism on

European nations and identity were reinvigorated in response to 11 September 2001. In

writing on the intersection of secularism, feminism, and the public sphere, Niamh Reilly

addresses how the cultural essentialist notion of Samuel P. Huntington’s “clash of

civilizations” has played out on gender issues, religion, and the role of the state in the West.

The perceived tension of multiculturalism manifests itself in the regulating of items of

clothing for Muslim women (e.g. hijab and niqabs) in public settings.80 These “cultural

assaults” on religious minorities, as Judith Butler described them, reflect the disconnect

between Western feminist ideology and its reading of “religion” as a negative institution

which cannot exist in peace with Enlightenment ideals.81 Joan Wallach Scott contextualizes

this perceived disconnect between the private lives of individuals with the public life

81 Judith Butler, “Sexual Politics, Torture, and Secular Time,” The British Journal of Sociology 59, no. 1
(2008): 1–23, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-4446.2007.00176.x.

80 Reilly, “Secularism, Feminism and the Public Sphere.”

79 Göran Persson and Leif Blomberg, “Sverige, framtiden och mångfalden – från invandrarpolitik till
integrationspolitik,” Pub. L. No. 98:17 (1997). quoted in Schierup and Ålund, “The End of Swedish
Exceptionalism? Citizenship, Neoliberalism and the Politics of Exclusion,” 49.

78 Ibid., 47.

77 Carl-Ulrik Schierup and Aleksandra Ålund, “The End of Swedish Exceptionalism? Citizenship,
Neoliberalism and the Politics of Exclusion,” Race & Class 53, no. 1 (2011):
https://doi.org/10.1177/0306396811406780. 46.
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regulated by the state in describing the impact that French laïcite plays upon the headscarf

debate for Muslim women in France.82 Discourse over headscarves in Sweden has been

significantly less prominent, but tensions in multiculturalism still exist. One response to

this tension is the issuance of a policy of tolerance, yet the idea of tolerance is flawed.

Wendy Brown argues that tolerance emphasizes the markers of difference between people,

simultaneously serving the rhetorical function of maintaining the hegemonic order and

strengthening the “norm” in comparison to the “other.” The “other” is depoliticized and

conflicts are reduced to issues concerning identities rather than policy or structural

discrimination.83 In Sweden, attempts to address multiculturalism through integration

policies encouraging ideas of tolerance have resulted in the structural issues seen today

within society, e.g., housing segregation, high youth unemployment among minority ethnic

youth, and growing extremist populism.

Conclusion
Asking somebody to answer the question of “what is Swedish?” extends the

question into the polarized question of “who is Swedish?” Definition of national identity

are dependent on the imagining of a specific sense of community and one’s own place

within, or outside, of it. The development of national identity in Sweden evolved from that

of intending to unify a people through a shared heritage of common origin and narrative

myth to that of a community setting its boundaries in relation to other national identities.

Renan’s asking the question of “What is a Nation?” highlights the collective amnesia taking

place in the creation and maintenance of national boundaries and narrative histories. In

practice, results in considerations of in-groups and out-groups. Utterances of banal

nationalism enforce the assignment of “us” and “them” identifiers to majority and minority

groups within national discourse.

Within national discourse and the active practice of policymaking it becomes

possible to see how the “core values” of a nation may potentially work against each other.

Sweden’s self-presentation as a tolerant, egalitarian society with a structured welfare

system stands stumbles in the failure of integration policies effectively approaching issues

83 Wendy Brown, Regulating Aversion : Tolerance in the Age of Identity and Empire (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2008), http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/uu/detail.action?docID=445458.

82 Scott, The Politics of the Veil.
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of poverty, housing segregation, and employment opportunities, particularly for the youth.

In terms of gender equality, the explicit feminist foreign policy is disconnected from de los

Reyes et al.’s argument that domestic Swedish feminism is still dominated by white women

of the middle- and upper-class systems.84 This Swedish exceptionalism that emerges with

regard to postcolonial analyses of current opportunities for people of color, immigrants, and

the working class within the country must be recognized to understand the emphasis and

enforcement that these “us” and “them” identifiers have within national discourse.

This chapter approached the question of what is implied behind the idea of a

collective national identity. Addressing the concept of national identity and its formation

can help to begin answering the question of “what is Swedish?” The listing of national

values like open democracy, individual rights of the citizen, broad freedom of the press, and

a separation of religion from politics are to be approached with caution as their application

to different communities differs. Through this understanding of the background behind

ideas of what is “Swedish,” it is clearer when exceptions are made with regard to these

values, particularly in relation to issues of race, immigration, gender equality, and economic

opportunity. The illumination of exceptionalism in Swedish society will be explored further

in the following section as the history of religion in Sweden contextualizes societal

responses to a growing Muslim community within the country.

84 De los Reyes, Molina, and Mulinari, Maktens (o)lika förklädnader.
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Chapter V: Religion in Sweden

Introduction
Religion is not typically the first subject mentioned when people are asked about

what societal factors they think of in connection to Sweden. Perhaps it is more appropriate

to say the absence of religion or a focus on secularism within Swedish society are more

likely to be raised. Nevertheless, Sweden’s history of an organized state religion resulted in

ties between its Christian traditions and expanded ideas of national identity. This chapter

will attempt to outline how the Christian tradition within Sweden may be decreasing

statistically today, but its power and authority over that of minority religions continues in

educational settings and media environments.

Sweden regularly ranks as one of the countries in the world with the lowest levels of

religiosity. 42% of Swedish respondents to a 2018 Pew Research Center survey said that

they identified as religiously unaffiliated, i.e., those that identify as agnostic, atheist, or

“nothing in particular.”85 The metric of a declining trend in religiosity and identification

with institutions of faith matches the membership statistics put out by the Church of

Sweden. In 1972, 95.2% of the Swedish population were recorded as being members of the

Church of Sweden, but the group had decreased to 85.3% of the population by 1996. Up

until 1996, any child born to at least one parent registered as a member of the Church of

Sweden was automatically registered as a member as well. If parents did not want their

child to be a member of the Church, they had to apply for a revocation of the membership

status. With the removal of the “membership upon birth” policy, membership rates declined

at a more rapid pace, showing a total of 55.2% of the Swedish population being recorded as

being members of the Church in 2020.86 The Church of Sweden has ascribed this declining

trend in membership to three factors:

1. The total number of members is decreasing as older members die and fewer new

members are baptized each year;

86 Svenska Kyrkan, “Medlemmar i Svenska kyrkan 1972-2020” (Svenska Kyrkan, May 25, 2021),
https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/statistik.

85 Pew Research Center, “Eastern and Western Europeans Differ on Importance of Religion, Views of
Minorities, and Key Social Issues,” Pew Research Center’s Religion & Public Life Project (blog), October 29,
2018,
https://www.pewforum.org/2018/10/29/eastern-and-western-europeans-differ-on-importance-of-religion-views
-of-minorities-and-key-social-issues/.
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2. Immigration increases both the general population count and practitioners of

minority religions, decreasing the majority percentage of the Church of Sweden in

the population, and;

3. Those who choose to leave the Church of Sweden outnumber those that are

choosing to join it.87

Although the Church of Sweden experiences declines in membership, the Protestant

Lutheran tradition within Sweden is still reflected within most of its population. The

relative youth of those immigrating to Sweden and higher fertility rates for foreign-born

women in Sweden shortly after immigrating are causes for the increasing presence of

minority religions like Islam within Sweden.88 Whereas eastern and southern European

countries have been found to express negative views of Muslim immigrants, the majority of

Swedes hold favorable views towards Muslims.89 This can be attributed to less than half of

Swedes saying it is important to have one’s ancestors from their country to share the

national identity.90 The variation in attitudes towards national identity has been linked to the

religious background of the respondents, with non-practicing Christians less likely than

churchgoing Christians to say that ancestry is important for national identity. Those that

declare themselves religiously unaffiliated are even less likely to say ancestry is a key

element of national identity.91

The national identification with religion and its declining importance for Swedes is

not atypical from that of other Nordic countries. Finland recorded a similar drop in state

church membership from 95% in 1970 to less than 70% in 2018, and the relevance of the

Lutheran Church declined as it came to be seen as incompatible with the growing influence

of secularism in society.92 A discursive shift from “taken-for-granted Lutheranism” in the

1940s-1960s to that of an emerging focus on secularism in Finland resembles the trajectory

92 Teemu Taira, “From Lutheran Dominance to Diversity: Religion in Finnish Newspapers 1946–2018,”
Temenos: Nordic Journal of Comparative Religion 55, no. 2 (2019): 225–47.

91 Ibid..

90 Pew Research Center, “Being Christian in Western Europe,” Pew Research Center’s Religion & Public Life
Project (blog), May 29, 2018, https://www.pewforum.org/2018/05/29/being-christian-in-western-europe/.

89 Hackett, “5 Facts about the Muslim Population in Europe.”

88 Gunnar Andersson, “Childbearing after Migration: Fertility Patterns of Foreign-Born Women in Sweden,”
The International Migration Review 38, no. 2 (2004): 747–74.; Conrad Hackett, “5 Facts about the Muslim
Population in Europe,” Pew Research Center (blog), November 29, 2017,
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/11/29/5-facts-about-the-muslim-population-in-europe/.

87 Ibid..
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of Sweden, with its similar historical ties to an Evangelical Lutheran state church.93

Notably, Sweden is the only Nordic country that is officially without a state church since

2000, as Norway, Finland, and Denmark have all retained theirs. The focus on secularism

has not, however, reflected a shift towards anti-Lutheranism in Nordic newspapers. Teemu

Taira argues in his study of Finnish newspaper editorials and letters that the shift towards

secularism and away from the “taken-for-granted” historical Lutheranism of the state has

resulted in a discourse focused on diversity, especially in reference to Islam.94 This focus on

diversity in society, paired with the Church of Sweden’s reasoning behind its dropping

membership rate among the Swedish population, helps to explain the recurrence of certain

issues within discourse regarding integration, Islam, and the underlying notions of threats

against Christian traditions.

However, the increasing focus on secularism within Sweden can be attributed to the

cultural shift on the declining prominence of religion in the daily life. In 1951 freedom of

worship of any religion in Sweden was formalized in the Swedish constitution.95 This was

predated by the Tolerance Act of 1781 which granted freedom of religion and full

citizenship rights to all Christian immigrants and foreign residents in Sweden, and the

Dissenters Acts from 1870 and 1873 which legalized the leaving of the Swedish Lutheran

Church for another (officially recognized) Christian denomination.96 The 1951 law

guaranteed all subjects the freedom to practice any religion, regardless of it was officially

recognized by the state, and finally allowed for an individual to renounce all ties to any

religious institution or denomination, effectively permitting atheism as well.

The attachment between the state church and most of the population had been

fostered by structural methods throughout history. One such structural method is through

school curricula, and, as proposed by Stig Hjarvard, banal religion within society and its

media.97 It is through the mediatization of religion that the Evangelical Lutheran traditions

97 Stig Hjarvard, “The Mediatisation of Religion: Theorising Religion, Media and Social Change,” Culture and
Religion 12, no. 2 (2011): 119–35, https://doi.org/10.1080/14755610.2011.579719.

96 Elsa Trolle Önnerfors, “Den Svenska Religionsfriheten - Tidslinje” (Swedish Agency for Support of Faith
Communities, December 1, 2016),
https://www.myndighetensst.se/download/18.26998166158b670103b40ce4/1480621170492/Religionsfriheten
s%20utveckling%20i%20Sverige.pdf.

95 Magnus Isberg, ed., “Chapter 2: Fundamental Rights and Freedoms,” in The Constitution of Sweden: The
Fundamental Laws and the Riksdag Act (Stockholm: Sveriges Riksdag, 2012), 66.

94 Ibid., 232-34.

93 Ibid., 232.
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of the Church of Sweden continue to dominate discourse on the role of religion in Sweden,

as well as how minority religions are seen as being integrated into society. In the case of

minority religions in Sweden like Islam, the historical Protestant tradition influences the

representation of Muslims in media by reinforcing the framing of minority groups as an

“other,” or an out-group separate from the Christian majority. While personal identification

with religion may have dropped in Sweden and people say that ancestry is not a key

element in determining nationality, this does not negate the lived experiences of minority

groups seeing repetitive negative representations of their communities in media, dominated

by the hegemonic, culturally Protestant tradition of ethnic Swedes.

Religion in Society
In asking what role religion serves within the Swedish national identity we must

first understand how the subject of religion is presented in society. Providing some

background information on religion education in Swedish schools and media can reveal key

points about the dynamics of religion as a subject in formal and informal educational

settings.98 In doing so, the differences in coverage of minority religions in comparison to

that of Christianity become clearer. In Chapter 2 the character of the public sphere was

discussed and in this section the foundation and ongoing relevance of religion education in

Sweden will contextualize the analytic and communicative competencies of the citizenry

that participated in the discourse around Halal-TV.

Religion in Swedish Schools
With so many in Sweden identifying as either non-practicing Christians or

religiously unaffiliated, it is appropriate to explain how the topic of religion is approached

in social environments, particularly within education. In 1993, Swedish Prime Minister

Carl Bildt and his center-right government proposed a new drafted school curriculum. This

new curriculum was developed in response to a series of legislations in the late 1980s that

shifted the responsibility of managing schools from that of the state to local municipalities

and the 1991 dismantling of the National Board of Education. Bildt’s proposed curricula

was met with significant uproar in parliament, however, in its inclusion of a reference to

98 Following the reasoning of Jenny Berglund, the term religion education is used, rather than religious
education, to illustrate the Swedish school subject’s official non-denominational character, based on a Study
of Religions approach; Berglund, “Swedish Religion Education”, 167.
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“Christian ethics” within the preamble. The wording within the final document was

ultimately changed to “the ethics borne by Christian tradition and Western humanism,” but,

as Piero S. Colla argues, the language used constructs an educational system seen since the

1940s in which a sense of democratic citizenship is tied to national “fundamental values”

taught in schools.99 These fundamental values reflect the historic influence of the Lutheran

state church, promoting liberal theology and a cultural Protestantism that stressed

democratic citizenship.

Bildt’s proposed curricula was passed in 1994 following its revisions of language

referencing “Christian ethics.” However, even after its approval the curricula was criticized

for its continued use of Christian-focused language. While the national curricula said that

religion education should include teachings about Christianity and “established religions

and new religious movements,” it did not mention any of these “established religions and

religious movements” by name.100 In studies conducted by teacher students of religious

education, this vague reference has been shown to result in an a lack of effort or ignorance

of teaching about Islam in the religion education classes.101 A 2009/2010 review of the

curricula was conducted to address these issues, resulting in more structured national

syllabi for primary, secondary, and upper secondary schools that focused on the variation

within religions, rather than a generalization of the major religions and their differences.102

In her study on the development process of this new national curricula, Jenny Berglund

illustrates the influence of Lutheran Protestantism within the public debates, and more

broadly the continued dominance of Lutheran Protestantism in an educational system that

attempts to define itself as non-confessional and objective in its education of religion within

102 Berglund, “Swedish Religion Education,” 168.

101 Anna-Theodora Lilja and Ewa Sunnercrantz, “‘Nu ska jag säga en ganska smart sak tycker jag’ - en
kvalitative intervjustudie av 10 gymnasieelevers uppfattningar om och attityder till religionskunskapsämnet”
(Unpublished Bachelor’s thesis, Gothenburg, Sweden, University of Gothenburg, 2005).; Anna Eriksson and
Anna Roskvist, “‘Det kan ju vara bra att veta hur dom har det där nere’ - Gymnasieelevers förställningar om
islam och islamundervisning” (Unpublished Bachelor’s thesis, Gothenburg, Sweden, University of
Gothenburg, 2005). quoted in: Berglund, “Swedish Religion Education,” 168.

100Jenny Berglund, “Swedish Religion Education: Objective but Marinated in Lutheran Protestantism?,”
Temenos - Nordic Journal of Comparative Religion 49, no. 2 (January 23, 2014): 168,
https://doi.org/10.33356/temenos.9545.

99 Skolverket, Curriculum for the Compulsory School, Preschool Class and School-Age Educare, 2011,
https://www.skolverket.se/publikationer?id=3984. 5.; Piero S. Colla, “Teaching ‘fundamental values’ in the
Swedish education system: Towards an anti-authoritarian Regime of Truth,” Quaderni di Sociologia, no. 78
(December 1, 2018): 101–24, https://doi.org/10.4000/qds.2187.
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the Swedish school system. Berglund points out that within the discussion and commentary

period for the new curricula, there was much talk about separating the word “Christianity”

from the more general “world religions,” distinctly (and problematically) separating

Christianity as a religion from the “Others” of Islam, Judaism, Buddhism, and Hinduism.103

Again, the other world religions are seen as secondary to Christianity.

In 1962 the Swedish Education Act formalized the principle of objectivity in the

teaching of religion within schools. Within this act, it is stated that students are expected to

build “a scientific foundation and be unbiased and comprehensive” in their understanding

of religion content.104 This included the renaming of the school religion subject

“Christianity” to the more objective “Knowledge about Christianity,” and in 1969 this

became the even more general “Religious Knowledge.”105 However, Kristian Niemi argues

that the “non-confessional” nature of the education curricula is still grounded in a historical

Lutheran Protestant tradition. Saying that religion education should be based on the

teaching of facts still leaves room for subjective determinations of what actions may be

seen as improper and crossing the secular line if certain words or actions are used, like a

blessing or a prayer.106 In a curriculum that expressly mentions schools as sites for the

education of national fundamental values, the demographic of the administration may not

always match up with the demographics of the students, particularly in urban areas that

demonstrate housing segregation for immigrant communities and the failed integration

attempts by the Swedish state. In these instances, lack of effort or ignorance of teaching

about minority religions can have a direct impact on students’ perceptions of their own

feelings of belonging and identity within Swedish society if they are repetitively exposed to

content that presents their communities as out-groups compared to the Christian tradition.

Religion in Swedish Media
Extending Billig’s theory of banal nationalism into the more focused context of

religion, Stig Hjarvard separates institutional practices of religion from that of “banal

religion.” This banal religion, explains Hjarvard, is a less structured, less coherent

106 Niemi, “Drawing a Line between the Religious and the Secular,” 189.

105 Berglund, “Swedish Religion Education,” 174-75.

104 Kristian Niemi, “Drawing a Line between the Religious and the Secular: The Cases of Religious Education
in Sweden and India,” Journal of Beliefs & Values 39, no. 2 (April 3, 2018): 183,
https://doi.org/10.1080/13617672.2018.1450806.

103 Ibid., 172.
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expression of religion created through fictional formats or news formats.107 The media acts

as a backdrop for our understanding of religion in society, mixing elements of traditional

folk religion, institutional religions, and elements taken from stories, ideologies, and

symbols that are not necessarily thought of as religious.108 In practice, we can identify

examples of banal religion in the themes expressed literature and music, lyrics or

expressions that reference religious figures or stories, or television and film media that

popularizes images and stories of the supernatural, like Harry Potter, Twilight, or Let the

Right One In. The messages conveyed within banal religion subconsciously direct the

emotions and actions of the audience. The context of these expressions of banal religion in

media are essential to understanding how they manifest into the larger conceptual workings

of mediatization of religion.

Swedish public broadcasting and published newspapers are typically held in high

regard by the public for their commitment to ethics and credibility. The Freedom of the

Press Act, enshrined in the constitution in 1766 and the first of its kind in the world,

initiated a longstanding tradition of trust and transparency of Swedish news media. In a

Pew Research Center survey conducted in 2017, 61% of adults said that they saw news

media as very important to society, and 64% said they trust the media. Furthermore, there

was a strong trust in major media outlets across the political left-right spectrum, most

prominently the publicly funded broadcasters SVT and Sveriges Radio, and the daily

newspaper Aftonbladet.109 This strong trust in major networks like SVT results in media

systems being characterized by a high degree of public interest and intervention; the

democratic-corporatist system is tied to a strong public service component.110 Before

touching on the mediatization of religion within Swedish media and the changing role of

the national Lutheran Church, it is beneficial to understand the ways in which religion (and

most prominently the Christian tradition) continues to make its presence known within

Swedish society.

110 Hjarvard and Lövheim, “Introduction.”10

109 Pew Research Center, “News Media and Political Attitudes in Sweden,” Pew Research Center’s Global
Attitudes Project (blog), May 17, 2018,
https://www.pewresearch.org/global/fact-sheet/news-media-and-political-attitudes-in-sweden/.

108 Hjarvard, “The Mediatization of Society.”128.

107 arnisvanur, Stig Hjarvard on Banal Religion, 2010, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogRJ74lTOHQ.
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Mediatization of Religion
On a theoretical level, mediatization of religion addresses the relationship between

media institutions and religious institutions. As briefly explained in Chapter 2, the theory of

mediatization consists of a two-fold process in which media institutions affect the

functions, structures, and mutual interactions of other social institutions through media

logic. On the other side of the process, media institutions are simultaneously integrated into

political, family, religious, and work institutions as more of their institutional activities are

performed through interactive mass media.111 Within the more specific context of religion,

mediatization of religion involves the changing nature of religious institutions as its modes

of interaction change in response to the growth of the media institution’s influence in

society.

Hjarvard outlines three forms of mediatized religions, namely religious media,

journalism on religion, and banal religion. This typology, he argues, allows us to develop a

sensitivity to how mediatization takes form within the field of religion in their specific

properties of power and control in representations of religion.112 Hjarvard cites Joshua

Meyrowitz’s three metaphors of media: media as conduits; media as languages; and media

as environments.113 In the metaphor of media as conduits, Meyrowitz posits that while

media disseminate institutionalized religious texts they do so only to a limited extent, as

religion is often portrayed through the lens of a secular society. This lens this results in

critical discourse on religious organizations, but it can also be partnered with media

narratives that serve as the backdrop for banal religion in society. Media as languages

metaphorizes the interactive nature of media. In their effort to gain attention, media

institutions appeal to the cultural demands of audiences, resulting in a promotion of

individual and consumer behavior that allows people to express their religious feelings in a

variety of genres beyond the usual scope of religious institutions. Lastly, the metaphor of

media as environments illustrates how media has taken over some of the social functions of

113 Joshua Meyrowitz, No Sense of Place: The Impact of Electronic Media on Social Behavior, Oxford Univ
Pr, 1985. Xv+416 Pp (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), https://go.exlibris.link/DR73H7f3. quoted
in: Hjarvard, “Three Forms of Mediatized Religion: Changing the Public Face of Religion,” 26-27.

112 Stig Hjarvard, “Three Forms of Mediatized Religion: Changing the Public Face of Religion,” in
Mediatization and Religion: Nordic Perspectives (Göteborg: Nordicom, 2012), 24,
https://go.exlibris.link/gXHZbsN0.

111 Hjarvard, “The Mediatization of Society.”
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religious institutions in the ritualization of social transactions at micro and macro levels.

Meyrowitz argues that moral orientation, emotional therapy, and consolation in times of

crisis are now conducted in media and a siding with predominantly secular discourse.114

These metaphors of media’s evolving role in society reflect how the exchange between

religious institutions and media institutions takes different forms but affects all levels of the

institutional interactions.

It is feasible to illustrate the dynamic between media and social institutions in the

context of audience interactions with television media. In his focus on the connections

between media and democracy, Peter Dahlgren addresses the association between media

networks and the public sphere. He explains that within the British debates, Habermas’

conceptualization of the public sphere and its educative element was utilized in the

idealization of the results of public service broadcasting. The issue within this idealization,

however, was the makeup of these media institutions’ and their output being perceived as

paternalistic and dismissive of the actual multicultural societies that made up the audience

for the programming.115 In the Swedish context, the debate about the intended purpose of

producing programming aimed towards specific populations versus that of an audience

consisting of a more homogenous public relates to ongoing debates about the public

broadcasting channels’ competition with commercial channels for viewers.116 It stands to

reason, then, that the programming of public broadcasting channels seeks to reach a large

scale audience as an educative source, while simultaneously balancing these demands with

the need to entertain and retain viewership. This retention of viewership is less so a focus of

the commercial need to finance future programming, but instead a need to meet the

interests of the public to maintain its credibility as a source of information. Here, the

mediatization of religion involves the media network situating itself within the public as a

site of engagement, furthering opportunities for discourse. As to be explained further in

Chapter 6, the intent behind a television program can be to instigate these discussions

among the audience, but the actual themes of the discourse concerning a program may

stretch beyond the production team’s original intention. However, the discourse itself is a

product of the initial content provided by the media institution, a media institution that, in

116 Ibid., 14.

115 Dahlgren, Television and the Public Sphere: Citizenship, Democracy, and the Media, 13.

114 Ibid..
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its relationship and exchanges with religious institutions, structures the public response

through an ongoing process of banal religion, journalism on religion, and presentation of

religious media on its networks.

Religion and Representation
The relationship between media institutions and religious institutions has changed

significantly in the last few decades to do the rapid evolution of communication technology.

Social media is the site of such interaction, but news media plays a particular role in the

presentation of religion and public perceptions of it. Sweden’s focus on secularization and

non-confessional education in schools and news media is inextricably tied to these

institutions’ identification as credible sources. It then becomes clear when this credibility is

seen as challenged, most often in the case of minority religions entering the fray of public

discourse on religion and its role in the media.

Minority Representation in Media
Public broadcasting in Europe serves specific roles within the media audience.

These roles often align with ideas of democracy, citizenship, and public service, asserting

the public value of the broadcasting networks for the efforts made in producing educational

and informative content.117 In response to deregulation of the media market, digitization,

and the increase in available channels for viewers’ personalization, and convergence of

internet and cable operators, public broadcasting networks have had to take certain

approaches to maintain their public appeal. In their analysis of how public channels can

adapt to the introduction of private channels, Achille and Miège outlined four options the

public broadcasting network can take:

1. Maintaining the status quo, as the competition has not yet achieved a status of

threatening the public broadcasting strategy. Alternatively, the public broadcaster

may not have the means to oppose private broadcasters;

2. A strategy of opposition in which the public broadcaster partially adopts the private

model of private scheduling, resulting in more fictional content, while still

maintaining a goal of stressing information and producing educational content at a

117 Liesbet van Zoonen, “Popular Qualities in Public Broadcasting,” European Journal of Cultural Studies 7,
no. 3 (August 1, 2004): https://doi.org/10.1177/1367549404044783.
277.
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high level;

3. A strategy of identification in which there is a direct confrontation between the

public and private competition, as the public broadcaster attempts to achieve the

appeal of the private channel’s audience by formulating content of light

entertainment and popular low-cost fiction, and;

4. A strategy of particle confrontation where one public broadcasting channel may

move towards content targeting increased commercialization, while another public

channel maintains its differentiation from that of the private channels.118

Public broadcasting’s association with journalism and representative politics situates it

within the public sphere, tracing back its origins to the rationality and capacity of

self-determination expressed in the modernist tradition of the Enlightenment.119 As public

broadcasting moves to adapt to the competition with private media, however, the

boundaries of the who and what of rationality is contested. John Fiske that popular culture

permits the representation and reconstruction of those that have not had the same

opportunities within the official culture of the public sphere, and by extension in public

broadcasting.120 Strategies like that of identification or partial confrontation by the public

broadcasting network thus allows for more opportunities for minority groups’ participation

and representation within media institutions.

However, participation and representation of minority groups within media

institutions does not necessitate an accuracy of these said representations. Media

institutions are still dominated by the hegemonic majority, and this is reflected in the

material produced. In Scandinavia, the Sámi people have suffered historical discrimination

in their media representations.121 These discriminatory and negative representations extend

into the presentation of other minority groups, like that of the Roma or Muslim

communities. These representations within the media reinforce the hegemonic ideals of

national identity and social and cultural boundaries, defined by the majority. These

121 Sari Pietikainen, “On the Fringe: News Representations of the Sami,” Social Identities 7, no. 4 (2001):
637–57, https://doi.org/10.1080/13504630120107746.

120 John Fiske, “‘Popularity and the Politics of Information,’” ed. Peter Dahlgren and Colin Sparks, Journalism
and Popular Culture, 1992, 45–63. quoted in: van Zoonen, “Popular Qualities in Public Broadcasting,” 277.

119 van Zoonen, “Popular Qualities in Public Broadcasting,” 277.

118 Yves Achille and Bernard Miège, “The Limits to the Adaptation Strategies of European Public Service
Television,” Media, Culture & Society 16, no. 1 (January 1, 1994): 34,
https://doi.org/10.1177/016344394016001003.
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representations within media institutions reiterate the signifying power of the media, as

explained by Norman Fairclough.122 This power includes the media’s ability to represent

things in specific ways that make their way into the knowledge, beliefs, values, identities,

and social relations of groups. When trusted media networks present material in the context

of providing informational or educational content, then these representations are interpreted

as truthful messages, if the credibility of the program is unquestioned.

Muslims in the Media
Representations of minority religions in media are often subject to critical

interpretation from the audience in a way that the hegemonic religious majority

representations may not be. In the case of Muslims in Swedish media, the pattern of

negative media representations of minority groups continues. In a report written on behalf

of the Swedish government’s Equality Ombudsman, Marta Axner conducted a quantitative

media analysis of the representation of Muslims in Swedish news media in 2014-2015.

Axner determined that Muslims in Sweden are portrayed with negative stereotypes, most

commonly associated with violence, oppression, terrorism, and as an “other” in contrast to

“us.”123 Representations of Muslim were demonstrative of these same stereotypes, as

attempts to give nuanced representations of individuals still risked reinforcing stereotypes

for the larger group: “Muslim women are only portrayed with agency in contrast to their

context and to the expectations of the reader.”124 Patriarchal stereotypes of Muslim

communities either subject Muslim women to the role of victims, or images of individual

Muslim women as independent figures with agency are used as foils to the generalized

image of an oppressive family and community life.

One item that frequently enters the public discussion of representations of Muslim

women and the role of religion in society is that of the presence of veils. While the debate

over the wearing of veils has not been as prominent in Swedish news discourse as in the

case of France and Britain, it does repeatedly enter the public sphere as an issue of concern

and thus illustrates the perceived inter-cultural clash between Islam and European values.

124 Ibid.. 9.

123 Axner, “Representationer, stereotyper och nyhetsvärdering: rapport från medieanalys om representationer
av muslimer i svenska nyheter.” 7.

122 Norman Fairclough, Discourse and Social Change (Cambridge: Polity, 1992),
https://go.exlibris.link/llBQ1JVx.
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Studying the debate over the wearing of veils in Britain, Linda Woodhead argues that the

expressed values (e.g., “freedom” and “equality”) are used by both sides of the debate and

are based on emotions as well as collectively shared stories and symbols in a society. As

both sides of the debate call upon the same values as evidence for their argument, the

interpretation of these values is what drives their validity in the debate. Where the parties

seemingly divide is in the attributed value of secularism and a narrative of secular progress

within the society.125 In her book, The Politics of the Veil, Joan Wallach Scott addresses the

discourse of the French debate on the wearing of veils. She argues that while racism was

the subtext of the controversy over wearing headscarves or veils, secularism was used as its

explicit justification.126 The French approach to laïcité differs from the secularism of

Sweden, but it helps to contextualize why the Enlightenment ideals of universalism have

such an effect on the response of the public and more extreme groups or individuals as they

worked together with postcolonial ideas of superiority and fear towards the Other. Lastly,

Scott posits that antagonistic attitudes towards veils or headscarves are products of historic

and ongoing sexualization of women and ideas of what it means to be “French.”

Womanhood, in this sense, is tied to national cultural ideals of sexual liberation and

expression. Challenges to these ideals, like a stress on modesty or asexuality, are seen as

challenges to the national identity and one’s place in French society.127 The result is that

many feel their religiosity has does not meet the religious requirements of the state, further

excluding minority groups as the Other in society, even as immigrant and Muslim

populations rise.

Conclusion
While it is impossible to define the complete impact of Sweden’s religious history

on today’s society, the debate around the role of religion is still inextricably tied to a

longstanding official Christian tradition. While secularization has resulted in the recent

official separation of the Lutheran church and the state, the resulting decreasing

membership numbers within the Church of Sweden reflect the overall changing religiosity

of the population. However, immigration since the Second World War has led to a growing

127 Scott, The Politics of the Veil. 152-166.

126 Scott, The Politics of the Veil. 90.

125 Linda Woodhead, “The Muslim Veil Controversy and European Values,” Swedish Missiological Themes 97,
no. 1 (2009): 89–105.
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presence of minority religions within the populace. Societal approaches towards the

religion education have attempted to reflect secular and non-confessional practices, but the

national curricula explicitly mentioned “Christian ethics” within the preamble up until the

early 2000s. This dominance of the Christian tradition within religion education divides the

majority religion from that of minority religions like Islam. In the actual teachings in

religion education classrooms, this lack of attention to, or an ignorance of, minority

religions has resulted in their definitions as “other” religions compared to that of

Christianity.

This “othering” of Islam continues within public broadcasting media. The high

levels of trust placed within Swedish broadcasting networks like SVT reflect the public’s

perception of these outlets as credible sources. Public broadcasting channels have had to

adapt to the changing audience demands as privatization of television and globalization of

the audience involve a rethinking of the public networks as sites of education versus

entertainment, or a combination thereof. As audience demographics change in response this

evolution or reinforcement of public broadcasting values, these networks must become

more cognizant of their own role in the signifying power of the media, as explained by

Fairclough. This signifying power is exemplified in media representations of minority

groups, representations that reflect negative stereotypes and emphasize the individuals or

communities as out-groups to the socially accepted national majority and its values. In the

case of Muslim women, these representations reinforce the imagery of the women as

subjects to an oppressive patriarchal cultural and social community. Alternatively,

representations of Muslim women that stress their agency as individuals effectively

reinforce these negative stereotypes for the larger Muslim community as the individual

independent woman is seen as having escaped from her oppressors.

Sweden’s historical ties to an official national church have not easily been shed,

even if the move towards secularism and a freedom of worship of all religions for all

subjects since the 1950s has been steadily integrated into the educational and media

environments. These environments continue to reflect national ideals that reinforce the

Christian tradition as religious institutions become more intertwined with media

institutions. This mediatization of religion is reinforced through religious media, journalism
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on religion, and banal religion, argues Hjarvard, and the metaphor of media acting as

conduits, language, and environments illustrates the paths of mediatization of religion.

In the following chapter, mediatization of religion will be used to explain the

discourse around the reception of Halal-TV as a program on a public broadcasting channel.

The analysis’ results subsequently echo Axner’s report of representations of Muslim

women in Swedish news media typically being portrayed through negative stereotypes, as

discourse on media representation and the role of religion are addressed in the online texts

and commentary.
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Chapter VI: Analysis and Discussion

Analysis
In asking the research question “What does the debate around Halal-TV reveal

about religion in the media, especially concerning issues of representation, feelings or

perceptions of national belonging, and attitudes toward Muslim women?” the online

responses to the program touch on overarching issues affecting the lives of the hosts and

discourse participants. Van Dijk argues that CDA can be used to illuminate the social

dynamics of power and inequality identified in communication between people.128 Van

Dijk’s argument that CDA bridges this gap between the macro- and micro-level of social

order (specific daily interactions that reinforce unequal power structures within society) is

applied to the discourse around Halal-TV. Within this section, the collected newspaper texts

and corresponding online commentary are analyzed and organized into three categories of

discourse, reflecting the examined issues of sameness and diversity, media representation,

and religion in society. These categories were determined based on their recurring mentions

in the collected texts and comment fields, in the subtext of the language used as well as in

comments that specifically to newspaper texts regarding the issues in the credibility of the

television production.

In the marketing material for the show preceding the premiere, the hosts and

executive producers of Halal-TV were adamant that the purpose of the show was to

encourage discussions about Swedish culture and diversity among the audience. Prior

studies on Halal-TV have already conducted quantitative analyses of the scope of responses

the program received and found trends of negative attitudes expressed therein.129 However,

a postcolonial feminist lens on the material reveals more discourse on the effectivity of the

media representation and societal attitudes towards a program focused on the lives of

Muslim women. The preceding chapters of this study have already addressed the

development and characteristics of Swedish national identity and introduced the education

and role that religion plays within society. The following analysis in this chapter pinpoints

the mentions of these ideas of national identity and religion education through CDA. In

129 Lövheim and Axner, “Halal-TV: Negotiating The Place Of Religion In Swedish Public Discourse.”;
Schindelar and Wahlström, “Halal-tv, haram enligt mediedebatten? - En studie av debatten om Halal-tv i
svensk dagspress.”

128 Van Dijk, “Critical Discourse Analysis.”
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doing so, the discourses reveal the underlying ideals of national belonging, the actuality of

media representation, and the role of religion within Swedish media. Through the analysis

of the collected texts, it becomes obvious that the interviews and op-eds published about

the program did indeed result in discussion among the audience and newspaper readers

about Swedish culture and diversity, but with caveats. The perceived power of the

production team was perhaps not a topic that the producers of Halal-TV intended to

highlight, but its presence within the discourse of media representations of minority groups

was a recurring issue among respondents.

Through the discourse around Halal-TV and its addressing of issues of common

concern within television media and Swedish society, the published texts and corresponding

comment fields become concrete evidence of contemporary debates within Sweden in

2008. In encouraging media (visual and printed) as a site of discourse, the online

engagement surrounding Halal-TV reflects the continued activity of (online) media as a

public sphere. The public sphere that emerged in response to Halal-TV subsequently

highlights the existing sub-public spheres in Swedish society as they engage with each

other on the issues of national identity, media representation, and visual reminders of

religion in the public sphere. What follows is the analysis of texts and comments, separated

into the categories of discourse of sameness and diversity, media representations, and

religion in society.

Discourse of Sameness and Diversity
Public discourse is moderated by media groups when the discourse is taking place

on their public platforms. News media in Sweden has a particular power in maintaining and

enforcing hegemonic traditions in its perception by the majority of adults (64%) as a

trustworthy, credible source.130 Recipients of media messages are more likely to accept the

beliefs, opinions, and knowledge presented in trusted media outlets, unless these messages

directly clash with the recipient’s pre-existing personal beliefs and experiences.131 In the

case of the “imagined community” of a nation, messages that outline the perceived national

borders reflect the active negotiation taking place within the public. Language usage and

131 Mitchell S. Nesler et al., “The Effect of Credibility on Perceived Power,” Journal of Applied Social
Psychology 23, no. 17 (September 1993): 1407–25, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1559-1816.1993.tb01040.x.

130 Pew Research Center, “News Media and Political Attitudes in Sweden.”
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trends within the discourse pinpoint the areas of conflict and negotiation within the public

space. In the debate surrounding Halal-TV, discussions about minority groups such as

Muslims on media platforms reflect this language usage and its ability to enforce

boundaries of “us” and “them,” perpetuating symbolic boundaries and emphasizing

exclusionary expressions of national identity. Within both published newspaper texts

written by cultural critics and media figures and their accompanying comment fields, these

expressions of “us” and “them” serve to define elements of sameness or othering of the

hosts and religious, cultural, and social communities with which they associate. They do so

by emphasizing ideas of belonging, sameness, and othering, as well as in expressions of

support for multiculturalism or tolerance.

Belonging
Belonging is both personal and public. Sociologist Nira Yuval-Davis differentiates

between “belonging” and the “politics of belonging,” separating the feelings of belonging

associated with groups or individuals feeling safe or at home in their environment from

those of the politics of belonging defining the political discourse and arguments about the

national citizenship regulating the borders of communities.132 Expressions of belonging

within the discourse surrounding Halal-TV focused on the identities of the hosts as

Muslims within Sweden. What came across in many of the texts was an underlying

argument that certain cultural elements of being Muslim prevented the women from fully

being able to identify as Swedish, either in the way that SVT as a network had chosen to

portray the women or through the patriarchal traditions of Islam as a religion.133

In an opinion piece written by economist and politician Carl Hamilton after his

appearance as a guest in the pilot episode of Halal-TV, he explicitly references the idea of

belonging within Sweden, thematically connecting it to ideas of cultural belonging in

Swedish society. Invited to the program to speak on the topic of the economic class system

in Sweden, the actual resulting publicity about the episode instead focused on a tense

133 Dilsa Demirbag-Sten, “SVT reducerar muslimer till extremister,” Svenska Dagbladet, November 7, 2008,
sec. Debatt,
https://www.svd.se/a/eb0e604c-b8c1-3316-b1eb-f63159d77fb9/svt-reducerar-muslimer-till-extremister.; Dilsa
Demirbag-Sten, “Borde vara självklart att problematisera slöjan,” Aftonbladet, November 30, 2008,
https://nogo.retriever-info.com/prod?a=16030&d=05734920081130793449&s=57349&sa=2002210&x=0b3e
97c13dacd4c84780f1454e7debb9&tz=Europe/Stockholm&t=1649248215.

132 Nira Yuval-Davis, “Belonging and the Politics of Belonging,” Patterns of Prejudice 40, no. 3 (July 1,
2006): 197–214, https://doi.org/10.1080/00313220600769331.
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interaction between Hamilton and two of the hosts. Two of the hosts refused to shake

Hamilton’s hand, citing the greeting would violate their religious beliefs as they were not to

touch men. Hamilton saw this reasoning as unsatisfactory and subsequently published an

opinion article in the Swedish daily newspaper Aftonbladet, entitled “Is it racist to want to

shake the hand of a Muslim?” This question was formulated by the network producers,

argues Hamilton, as SVT sought to create titillating content for viewers by drawing

attention to the cultural differences between the hosts and their guest. Hamilton further

claimed that the “quarrel” between him and the hosts was recorded by the producers

without his consent, in the production team’s efforts to illustrate a “living conflict.”134 This

“living conflict” is tied to the question of “who should adapt to whom” in cultural

exchanges:

I am well aware that people greet differently in different countries and cultural
spheres. In France, cheek kissing has long been the norm. Anyone who does not
want to be part of the kissing makes a mark: I do not belong here. Most people take
the custom wherever they go, or at least humbly try to do so. For most of us, it feels
strange to come to a new cultural circle and demand that everyone else immediately
adapt to us.

[…] Who should adapt to whom? For the hosts of "Halal TV", the answer was
obvious. The hand-shaking majority in Sweden must adapt to the Muslim-believing
non-hand-shaking minority.135

Hamilton directly addresses the issue of belonging within society, linking it to the

producers’ desire to show the “lived conflict” between the guest and the hosts. In

comparing his experience of the rejected handshake to what would be expected within a

French context, he compares the awkward exchange to what is expected within a larger

European context. When he says, “Anyone who does not want to be part of the kissing

makes a mark: I do not belong here,” the use of “I” emphasizes the individual within the

conflict. The personal pronoun “I” reflects an “us,” purposefully appealing to the reader’s

own experiences of feeling alone and different from those that surround them. Hamilton

stresses the individual source of the problem, but the communal understanding that it is

uncomfortable not to be part of the in-group. However, the expressed sentiment of “I do not

135 Ibid.; my translation.

134 Carl Hamilton, “Är det rasistiskt att vilja skaka hand med en muslim?,” Aftonbladet, November 4, 2008,
https://www.aftonbladet.se/a/MgAyGK.
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belong here” also reinforces the existing boundaries set between majority and minority

groups in the community. The individual “I” is marked as atypical of the society in which

they live, and the individual’s rejection of the norms is deemed to be the source of the

problem. In focusing on the individual, the majority is relieved of the responsibility to

analyze its social and cultural traditions. The hegemonic majority expects others to commit

to the “normal” cultural traditions and social practices of their community. In doing so,

those that enforce these norms see any deviations as abnormal and outside of the

responsibility of the community. In the context of Hamilton’s exchange with the hosts, he is

situating himself as a Swede of the traditional social order, placing the hosts that rejected

his handshake within the periphery of Swedish society. This only reiterates the social,

cultural, and political beliefs of the hegemonic order and Hamilton’s personal background

plays a special role in his interpretation and response to the exchange.

Hamilton’s invitation to speak as a guest on Halal-TV is a reason why he was able

to publish his opinion article in Aftonbladet, one of the largest daily newspapers in the

Nordic countries. During the recording of Halal-TV, Hamilton was a Member of Parliament

of the Liberal People’s Party and had previously served as Undersecretary of State within

the Ministry of Finance. Furthermore, Hamilton comes from a background of Swedish

nobility and carries the hereditary title of count.136 His occupation as a public figure with an

existing presence and power within political and economic media platforms differentiates

him from the lived realities of the three hosts of Halal-TV that work as a lawyer, dental

hygienist, and stay-at-home mother. In writing an opinion piece about his experience on

Halal-TV, Hamilton utilizes his status and its accompanying power to express his opinions

on a platform the three hosts of the program do not typically have access to. They are not

public figures in the same way that Hamilton is. Hamilton’s status and authority in Swedish

politics as well as socio-economic class place him at a different ground than the hosts in

coming across as a trusted source for the Swedish majority audiences. In his choice of

language regarding feelings of individual belonging within the surrounding social and

cultural environment, Hamilton positions himself in the socio-cultural hegemony of the

majority Swedish readership of Aftonbladet. This only mirrors the newspaper’s own

136 Jill Salander Mortensen, ed., Vem är det : Svensk biografisk handbok 1997 (Stockholm, Sweden: Norstedts
Förlag AB, 1996), http://runeberg.org/vemardet/1997/0438.html, 438.
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reinforcement of these same messages of “I” and “we” in contrast to an “they” or “them”

that perpetuates the hold of the majority on the content creation within media.

Hamilton says he recognizes that different greetings exist in different countries and

cultural spheres, but his choice of language within the excerpt reinforces the customs and

traditions of the hegemonic society without any sort of flexibility for the minority. The

closest Hamilton gets to permitting deviations from the norm is his acknowledgement that

people take their customs wherever they go, “or at least humbly try to do so.” Here, the use

of the word “humble” once again places the onus of the exchange on the minority group or

individual. In saying that “for most of us, it feels strange to come to a new cultural circle

and demand that everyone else immediately adapt to us,” the “us” again reflects his own

identification with the hegemonic majority. Hamilton assumes an alignment between

himself and the “we” of the audience, doubling down on the idea that his own positionality

as a member of the majority corresponds with those reading his opinion article.

Sameness
While there is no comment field available under Hamilton’s text, this dynamic of an

“us” and a “them” in referring to the hosts is not something that is isolated to his

publication. Responding to an op-ed written by SVT’s executive producer for Halal-TV,

Joakim Sandberg, an individual by the name of Hampus Eckerman posted two comments in

which he argues this type of othering and emphasis on cultural difference results in harmful

effects on societal relations in Sweden. While his second comment remarks on the

imbalance of coverage Islam receives in comparison to Christianity or Judaism, his first

comment focuses on the effects behind any media coverage concerning differences in social

or cultural groups, including that of minority and majority religions:

Well, the idea of this program is just one. Creating a “we” and “them.” […] For this
is the problem with those who pretend to be well-meaning. Why make programs on
programs that should show how different Muslims are from non-Muslims? Each
new program that will watch MUSLIMS only aims to show their uniqueness, which
means that they, unlike Christians or Jews, require special programs on TV in order
to understand them. A program like this exists only to create racism. If SVT wanted
to counter racism, they would stop all programs that lump Muslims together as a
group with what individuals do. It would stop making programs that want to
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separate Swedish Muslims from other Swedes.137

Eckerman’s critique of the program stems out of a created dichotomy of “we” and “them”

within the program discourse. Whereas Sandberg had argued that the program allows for

deeper understandings of multiculturalism as it brings cultural differences to light and

informs the audience of the impact Islam has on the women’s lives, Eckerman says that the

emphasis on differences in Halal-TV only serves to set the social and cultural borders, and

not create any stable connections or understandings between social groups. He sees the

issue of cultural difference as being the result of a focus on the differences between people

and suggest that it can be solved if programs like Halal-TV stopped trying to group

individuals together into representative communities. This idea of sameness among

communities, and therefore an understood difference from other groups in the same society,

results in a creation of racism within Swedish society. Eckerman’s comment exhibits an

oppositional reading to Sandberg’s op-ed, taking the exact opposite stance that Sandberg

was promoting as the purpose of Halal-TV. Whereas Eckerman saw the focus of the

different experiences of the three hosts and their attributing of it to their identities as

Muslim women as being in direct conflict with the promotion of a non-racist Sweden,

Sandberg sees this type of approach towards recognizing diversity as producing “gaps” in

addressing and solving differences that can result in harmful expressions and practices of

racism.

Multiculturalism and ideas of tolerance
The exchange between Sandberg and Eckerman is an example of the similar

exchanges taking place around the world regarding diversity and ideas of tolerance in

increasingly multicultural societies. In Eckerman’s comment he stresses that the focus of

differences between people will only escalate into harmful rhetoric, reducing the Muslim

women and Islam as a whole religion to that of the “other” in Swedish society. Sandberg

takes the opposite approach and states that these differences must be addressed directly to

avoid future conflicts and feelings of exclusion from society. Sandberg responds to the

content of an interview he had with journalist Helena Gierrta before Halal-TV aired. In this

137 Hampus Eckerman, December 19 2011 10:18pm, “comment on,” Joakim Sandberg, “Halal-TV sågades på
förhand,” Journalisten, November 25, 2008, https://www.journalisten.se/debatt/halal-tv-sagades-pa-forhand;
my translation.
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interview, Giertta and Sandberg disagreed about the importance of recognizing differences

between the hosts and others in the audience. About three weeks after this interview,

Sandberg posted his own text, clarifying his opinion on the matter:

We live in the secular democratic country Sweden where everyone has the right to
their opinion and their faith and their right to express it and to be believed if one
does not act differently than one says. Values   that a majority would probably say
they support, which many would probably claim make Sweden a better country than
many others. […] Unlike Helena Giertta, who wants to paint over the cracks in the
facade with silence, the country I look towards is the United States and the
American journalists and politicians who constantly confront, discuss and legislate
about their diversity and its various consequences. There they talk about their
"gaps," they are not silenced.138

Regarding his approach towards the recognition of differences within society, Sandberg is

explicit in his support of confronting and discussing the social, cultural, or political

elements that have the potential to label a community or individual as not part of the

normative social tradition. He compares the “painting over the cracks in the facade” of

societal sameness pointed out by Giertta and Eckerman to that of the more direct approach

of American journalists and politicians. Sandberg calls upon the ideal of Sweden as a

“secular democratic society…where everyone has the right to their opinion and their faith

and their right to express it” to justify the purpose (and success) of Halal-TV as a program:

its production by a public broadcasting channel and the discussions that it kickstarted about

the difference in lived experiences of Muslims in Sweden exhibit the practicing of these

expressed rights. The audience may not agree with what the hosts say on the program, but

they must recognize that if they are to assign the values of democracy, secular and

non-confessional approaches in public education and media, and freedom of religion to

Swedish society then these values must be put into practice for them to be valid assertions

of Swedish national identity.

The contrast between Sandberg and Eckerman regarding the expression of cultural

differences reveals the difference in approaches to multiculturalism, and issues with the

idea of tolerance within society. Political theorist Wendy Brown best expressed the issues

of asserting a stance promoting tolerance when she wrote that tolerance is not a practice of

138 Sandberg, “Halal-TV sågades på förhand.”; Sandberg is referring to his interview with Helena Gierrta of
Journalisten, published about three weeks previously.
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acceptance, but a reinforcement of ideas of difference and regulation: “As compensation,

tolerance anoints the bearer with virtue, with standing for a principled act of permitting

one’s principles to be affronted…It offers a robe of modest superiority in exchange for

yielding.”139 Eckerman’s argument was that if programs like Halal-TV stopped trying to

“lump Muslims together as a group with what individuals do” then the conflicts that arise

between individuals would not be escalated as conflicts that affect entire communities.140

Where his argument fails, however, is its recognition of the shared cultural, social, and

political beliefs and experiences that may unite a community. A program like Halal-TV

provides the opportunity for individuals like Awad, Azzem Kassem, and El Khabiry as

hosts to talk about their shared experiences, and in doing so, assert their presence within the

historically Lutheran Protestant Swedish society.

The hosts’ identification with Islam on the program pushes their religious identity

from the private sphere into the public. Instead of permitting “tolerance” to push the

presence of religion, and more definitively minority religions, into the private sphere where

it is less recognized by the majority, the presence and question of the role of religion in

Sweden is questioned in the public sphere of television media. Religious institutions are

already involved in media institutions, as was explained in Chapter 5. A program like

Halal-TV does not seek to actively highlight this mediatization of religion, but it still

provides a glimpse into its effects on the media representations and interpretations by the

audience. In first addressing the discourse around issues of media representation, the

specifics of religious representation will be addressed thereafter. Brown’s argument about

the flaw of a focus on tolerance is expanded upon as a reminder that the hosts’ religion

became central issues for some viewers.

Discourse of Media Representation
One of the themes that arose frequently in the analysis of the newspaper texts and

online comment fields was the issue of the media representation of the hosts and guests.

These representations concerned depictions of the women as conflicting with Swedish

society, as well as concerns about the influence of the production team over the content.

The othering of Muslims outside the media institutions’ networks is practiced in the

140 Hampus Eckerman, December 19 2011 10:18pm

139 Brown, Regulating Aversion: Tolerance in the Age of Identity and Empire, 25.
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framing of the conflicts as episodes of entertainment, rather than education. Furthermore,

the presentation of the hosts as authority figures over their own experiences as well as on

the topic of living as Muslims in Sweden is questionable. The patronizing and patriarchal

structuring of media institutions perpetuated the ideas of the hegemonic social and cultural

ideals, under the guise of permitting the women to question those in power on television.

Media Framing
Hamilton’s self-perceived alignment with the opinions and experiences of the

audience is faulty as he ignores his position as a public media figure. His background as a

politician, economist, and nobleman separates him from the media presence of an average

Swede. He may be in a minority, but he is still part of a ruling minority. Media discourse

typically does not favor the views of oppressed minority social groups, especially as news

media is created by the majority for the majority.141 Sociologist Liesbet van Zoonen argues

that popularization and new communication technologies have resulted in the modification

of public broadcasting to create more opportunities for viewers to engage with television.142

The production team’s idea to secretly record the tense exchange between the hosts and

Hamilton following their unsuccessful greeting begs the question of what exactly their

purpose was in amplifying the cultural conflict? Was it to educate and inform, or to provide

the audience with a dramatic scene that could be used to increase viewership for subsequent

episodes? Halal-TV was presented by the public broadcasting channel SVT as an

opportunity for discussions on cultural exchange and a diversity of perspectives within

Sweden. The educational or informative aspect of the program, however, is overshadowed

by the drama between Hamilton and the hosts as the “lived conflict” is more appealing than

the provision of a solution. Hamilton argues his point in saying:

I usually trust my instincts, for better or worse. Something felt wrong here. I left.
But the Halal team came running after me and begged me to come back. What I did
not know then was that they started their recording equipment to be able to tape the
subsequent quarrel and make a “living conflict”. There is a trait of betrayal over
SVT Umeå. They secretly record their guests, they plead for me to participate when
in fact they are looking to frame the person they have invited with a fake smile.
Some dumb things are said in quarrels, and this also applies to me. But maybe I had

142 van Zoonen, “Popular Qualities in Public Broadcasting.”

141 Pietikainen, “On the Fringe: News Representations of the Sami.”
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still perceived something significant that day almost five months ago.143

In his op-ed, Hamilton took offense to the SVT production team manipulating this “living

conflict” into a draw for viewers. This manipulation of the scene between Hamilton and the

hosts, Hamilton argues, the production team was able to frame the argument and direct the

audience to ask themselves “Are you a racist because you want to shake hands with a

Muslim?” This framing of Hamilton’s argument with the hosts places the responsibility of

the tense exchange on the shoulders of the producers, and not the hosts or Hamilton

himself. The question of representation within the program shifts away from the different

lived realities of the hosts and Hamilton. Hamilton’s accusation of manipulation by the

production team instead asks readers of his text to question the purpose of the SVT’s

choices in these types of portrayals. Peter Dahlgren questions television’s abilities in

representation introduces the issues inherent within the “lived conflict” formulated by SVT

between Hamilton and the hosts in asking:

Can television communicate in a ‘rational’ manner (however that may be defined)?
Should it always strive to? Does it inevitably portray even the most serious issues of
public concern largely in terms of emotionality? Is the ‘entertainment bias’ in
television so strong that it unavoidably trivializes everything it touches…?

Dahlgren questions the capacity of television (or other forms of media) to communicate in a

“rational manner” to the audience. What is to be understood as “rational” is probed, and

this rationality can only be subjectively perceived, particularly when it comes to public

broadcast television programming. For Halal-TV and other depictions of religion in

Swedish media, the idea of “rationality” behind the media institutions’ approach towards

religion education and religion’s presence within society is twofold. The approach of

teaching religion education in an objective and non-confessional manner, as intended by the

1962 Swedish Education Act, has the potential to be labeled as unsuccessful regarding

exhibited biased teachings about Christianity in comparison to minority religions; teachings

within Swedish schools continues to be influenced by the historic Lutheran Protestant

143 Hamilton, “Är det rasistiskt att vilja skaka hand med en muslim?”; my translation; SVT Umeå is probably
the studio which filmed the episode.
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tradition and patterns of negative teachings of minority religions.144 The same can be

extended to other sites of education, like public broadcasting, which must balance its

content between education and entertainment.

Presentation of the Hosts
On the day of the premiere of Halal-TV, journalist and newly promoted

editor-in-chief Helena Giertta published her interview with the program’s executive

producer, Joakim Sandberg, in Sweden’s oldest newspaper targeted towards media

journalists, Journalisten. In the interview, Giertta and Sandberg discuss the uproar that had

preceded the airing of the program and the reasoning behind the three selected hosts,

Cherin Awad, Dalia Azzam Kassem, and Khadiga El Khabiry. The interview between

Giertta and Sandberg reveals the patriarchal and enclosed structure of media as an

institution. Giertta, in speaking with Sandberg, presents him as executive producer of the

program, as a key figure in understanding the public criticism of the production of the

program. While Sandberg was involved in the actual production of the show, Giertta and

Sandberg’s language about the hosts and their identities reveals much about their own

biases as authoritative figures in the Swedish media environment. Giertta and Sandberg

both work as media figures, as editor-in-chief of a media newspaper and SVT executive

producer, respectively. In carrying these titles, the two can be understood as being of

relatively the same authoritative status within their fields. This differs vastly from the social

status and capital of those about whom they are discussing when they speak about

Halal-TV as a program, namely the three hosts. Indeed, Sandberg clarifies in the interview

with Giertta that he does not see Awad, Azzam Kassem, and El Khabiry as presenters:

“First of all, they are not presenters. They participate in a documentary series. We have

worked out the program together with these three.”145 By saying that they (the production

team) have worked out the program together with the three hosts, Sandberg claims

partial—and vague—credit for the documentary series.

145 Helena Giertta, “Måndagsmötet: Joakim Sandberg, ansvarig för Halal-TV,” Journalisten, November 3,
2008, https://www.journalisten.se/nyheter/mandagsmotetjoakim-sandbergansvarig-halal-tv.

144 Niemi, “Drawing a Line between the Religious and the Secular.”; Lilja and Sunnercrantz, “Nu Ska Jag
Säga En Ganska Smart Sak Tycker Jag.”; Eriksson and Roskvist, “Det Kan Ju Vara Bra Att Veta Hur Dom Har
Det Där Nere.”
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In explicitly stating the role the women play in the production of the program,

Sandberg outlines the lack of authority the women had in their own portrayal on the

program and in the media environment. The women are not presenters, but participants. In

labeling them as such, Sandberg demotes the hosts from carrying titles that position the

women as guides for the audience experience of the program material. A presenter acts as a

figure in which the audience can place their trust, helping to direct audience understandings

and conclusions within the program. In labeling the hosts as participants, however, this act

of guiding the audience is a responsibility that is solely placed into the hands of the

directors and production team. The production team decides what questions are posed to

and by the three women as well as their episode guests. The women may respond with

anecdotes or opinions of their own in their exchanges with the guests, but these

opportunities to state their point of view are still edited by the SVT team in

post-production. People remarked on this framing of the hosts in the comment field under

Sandberg’s text, pointing out the influence of Sandberg and the producers on the

presentation of the hosts:

Joakim, why do you pretend that Halal TV is your own idea all the time? It is a
Dutch concept. And it was about provoking, not the portrayal of the girls' own lives.
When you started getting criticism for the program, you ranged from mentioning the
girls as presenters to using terms that describe their lives to make their voices heard
or the girls' own perspectives. […] In all other material, the girls are just your
middle-class, average citizen props, who ask questions that YOU have formulated.
It shows. You do not have to work with television to understand how you have
produced this program…If you had made a documentary series about these girls, for
real, and left their stories and personal experiences at the center, it could have been
just as good.146

A second comment identifies Sandberg’s positioning as an issue in his perspective:

I mean, Halal TV is created by a white Christian middle-aged man. It is a pitifully
silly TV where the most banal questions about the situation in Sweden seek answers
in vain. The attentive viewer may also notice that the scenography is the cheapest
possible; all conversations between the girls are filmed at Sveriges Television. Low
budget TV of the worst kind. Cancel it; not another season, please.147

147 Kalle Kula, December 19 2011 10:18pm, “comment on,” Sandberg, “Halal-TV sågades på förhand.”; my
translation.

146 Ulrika, December 19 2011 10:18pm, “comment on,” Sandberg, “Halal-TV sågades på förhand.”; my
translation.
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The first comment, left by a mononymous poster by the name of Ulrika, directly addresses

Sandberg’s position within the production of the program. She calls him out on reacting to

the negative press the program was receiving before its premiere, and in doing so, he

removed the hosts themselves from the equation as vocal authorities about the pushback

they were receiving as individuals. Furthermore, Ulrika points out that Sandberg and his

team effectively used the “girls” as props to televise the production team and SVT

institution’s inherent biases and understandings about the role of religion and experiences

of minority groups. She stresses that the questions posed by the hosts and their presentation

were all formulated but the production team. Sandberg’s labeling of the hosts as

“participants” rather than “presenters” was obvious to Ulrika, however, she says that if the

program had instead tried to document the actual lived experiences of the hosts, rather than

manipulate them to fit the desired statements of the production team, then the program

could have been more of a success.

The second comment, posted by somebody named Kalle Kula, directs our attention

to Sandberg’s positionality and the efforts of SVT as a television network.148 Kula points

out that Sandberg is a “white Christian middle-aged man.” In highlighting this, it does not

necessarily discredit Sandberg as a media producer, but it does contextualize our

understanding of his own implicit biases in how to portray minority groups in Sweden, like

that of the Muslim women of color that he has employed to host the program. Kula does,

however, attempt to discredit SVT for their work in producing Halal-TV; in his opinion, he

saw the program as ultimately being cheaply made. He pleads with the network not to

produce a second season of the program as the low-budget efforts exhibited have prohibited

the program from satisfying its purpose to stimulate discussions in Sweden. Halal-TV is

“low budget TV of the worst kind,” Kula states.149 It is unworthy of a second attempt, as the

fault in the failure of this initial season lies in the hands of the production team. Kula does

not mention his impression of the hosts or their failure or success in presenting the

program, so it is unclear as to how much input he felt the women had in the final

production.

149 Kalle Kula, December 19 2011 10:18pm

148 “Kalle Kula” could be a reference to a 1970s comic character in Swedish marketing campaigns, i.e. not the
actual name of the commenter.
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Throughout Sandberg’s op-ed, its comment field, and other texts about Halal-TV,

different words are used to describe the hosts as women. Choosing to use “women” or

“girls” to refer to the hosts reflects the power structures within the media and the Swedish

society. Sandberg’s authority over the women is immediately identifiable in his response to

Gierrta’s published interview. This text, “Halal-TV was Lambasted in Advance,” was

published in the same media newspaper, Journalisten, as Giertta’s original interview, and

builds upon the original exchange between Sandberg and Giertta. Sandberg highlights his

position as executive producer of the program as he explains his reasoning behind the

intended purpose of Halal-TV, detailed previously in the paragraph on ideas of tolerance in

the discourse of sameness and diversity. Sandberg’s previous identification of the three

hosts as “participants” rather than “presenters” in his interview with Giertta demoted the

authority of the women within the production process. Sandberg continues to express his

professional power and social authority over the hosts through the patriarchal tone

conveyed when he refers to them as “three young girls”:

These are three young girls who explore their country and ask their questions to
those in power that they want to meet, confront, and discuss with.150

Sandberg says these “young girls” employed by SVT are asking “their” questions to those

in power. Those questions, as argued by Ulrika in her comment under Sandberg’s text,

perhaps did not necessarily originate from the hosts themselves. Ulrika said the questions

were formulated by the SVT team, so who is asking questions to those in power? The hosts,

or the already powerful production team? Calling the hosts “three young girls” diminishes

the authority the women have over their own lives and opinions expressed on the show.

Selecting three young Muslim women to host the show already illustrates underlying

gendered stereotypes of Muslim men being threatening, whereas Muslim women can come

across as harmless to the audience.151 “Young” connotes inexperience, a lack of knowledge

of the world, and even an innocence. This association with innocence is tied to a gendered

and patriarchal idea of girlhood or womanhood. Sandberg’s word choice in describing the

women as “girls” is impactful with regard to position he has as the executive producer.

151 Axner, “Representationer, stereotyper och nyhetsvärdering: rapport från medieanalys om representationer
av muslimer i svenska nyheter.”

150 Sandberg, “Halal-TV sågades på förhand.”; my translation.
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Comments left under his text, like Ulrika’s, also use the word “girls” to describe the

women. However, these commenters do not have the same relationship to the women as

Sandberg does. When Ulrika repeatedly uses “girls” to reference the women, she is doing

so with a degree of separation. From what we understand, she has had no contact with the

hosts and does not know them personally or professionally. Furthermore, Ulrika is

explicitly talking about Sandberg’s professional relationship to the women and the way he

uses them as props to ask the questions the production team has created. In using the word

“girls” to reference the hosts, Ulrika does so from the standpoint of an informal observer.

This informality towards the women as people can be attributed to the lax approach Swedes

take to formality within society. However, between Ulrika and Sandberg, there exist two

different levels of personal authority in choosing between “girls” and “women” to describe

the hosts. To quote the words of Kalle Kula, Sandberg is a “white Christian middle-aged

man” employed as executive producer of a program in which he does not even recognize

the hosts as “presenters,” but merely “participants.” This divide between Sandberg’s

professional relationship with the hosts versus Ulrika’s identification as an observer to the

program illustrates the patriarchal and patronizing attitude Sandberg embodies when he

calls the hosts “girls.”

Discourse of Religion
The relationship between the media and religious institutions in Sweden was

previously covered in Chapter 5, outlining the historical hegemony of Lutheran

Protestantism and the mediatization of religion within society. Within the online public

sphere of discourse about Halal-TV, the topic of religion and its purpose in television and

greater Swedish society is connected to the ideas of sameness, analyzed previously. In

focusing on the role of religion, the discourse reveals the institutional reinforcement of

these ideas of sameness and cultural exclusion of minority religions, as well as commentary

on the role of the media in depicting religion in public broadcasting. More specifically, the

discourse on the issue of religion revolves around the three hosts’ identities as Muslim

women. The usage of such associations undermines their positions as credible journalists,

or media figures, on a secular broadcast. Additionally, mentions of their wearing of veils

and deep religiosity act as visual reminders of their Muslim identity, which one of the
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criticis connects to a lack of separation on SVT’s part between Muslims and Islamic

extremists on television.

Religion in media
Central to many responses to Halal-TV was the question of why make this

program? More specifically, why focus on these three Muslim women? Why should SVT,

as a secular public broadcasting network, produce content discussing Islam, if any religion

at all? In her interview with executive producer Joakim Sandberg, Helena Giertta asks these

questions directly to the man who was closely involved in the program:

But why three such devout believers? There are plenty of Muslim women in
Sweden who do not have a veil, or are so deeply religious? […]

Cherin Awad has said she supports the stoning of infidels and does not want to take
action. Can you understand the criticism of having her as a representative of
Islam?152

These two sequential interview questions posed by Giertta in her interview with Sandberg

draw the attention to the religious identity of the hosts. While the program is admittedly

based on the three women’s positions as Muslim women in Sweden, Gierrta’s questions

instead focus on the explicit “devoutness” of they portray. In asking “But why three such

devout believers? There are plenty of Muslim women in Sweden who do not have a veil, or

are so deeply religious?” Giertta drives a wedge between the idea of the devoutness of an

individual being compatible with Swedish media and society. “Plenty of Muslim women in

Sweden” implies that she sees the three hosts as being within the minority of Muslim

women in Sweden in their decision to wear the veil. If such a program about Muslim

women must exist, then surely there must have been better options of who to host? As

Giertta’s questions the importance of their devoutness in the program, she simultaneously

questions their belonging within a less religious Swedish society. “Plenty of [other] Muslim

women in Sweden” could have had the opportunity to host the program, without having

visual expressions of their faith (e.g., their veils) be part of their presentation to the

audience. The veil is a visual reminder of the externality of these specific women from

what Giertta perceives to be acceptable religiosity in Swedish society and on television.

152 Giertta, “Måndagsmötet.”
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Following Sandberg’s response to the first question about the hosts’ religiosity,

Giertta then immediately moves on to emphasize divide between one of the women, Cherin

Awad, and the national ideal of a tolerant Swedish society. She does so by informing the

reader (and reminding Sandberg) of Awad’s prior statement in support of the stoning of

those who cheat on their partners. The statement that Giertta references was made in 2003

on the SVT television program, Existens; Awad had rescinded this statement within the five

years between Existent and Halal-TV.153 In bringing this controversy to light, Giertta

questions the producers’ decision to have Awad serve in the public position as a

representative of Islam. In assigning Awad the label of “representative of Islam” and

emphasizing Awad’s controversial statement, Giertta connects this opinion to Awad’s

Muslim identity and the teachings of Islam. Sandberg’s response to Giertta’s question is

summarized as saying the three women are individuals, each of which are different from

one another in their views and never purposefully identified as representatives of other

Muslim women. The intention was never to have the women and any statements they made

outside of the program be representative of their cultural community or religion. However,

the impact of Giertta’s question within the text makes it one of the most memorable

moments in the interview. After Sandberg explains why he thinks the program is important,

Giertta asks him what he thinks the audience reactions might have been if the program had

focused on another religion than Islam:

S: It is more important than ever that we do this program. There would never have
been such a strong reaction if there had been three Christians who had hosted the
program.

G: But surely the reactions would have been just as strong if three Pentecostals had
been allowed to hold a program?

S: Yes, maybe, but the benefit of Halal-TV is that we must learn to see people as
individuals and not make a collective assessment. If you look at the program, you
will quickly see that these three women are very different from one another.154

Giertta’s last interview question for Sandberg concerns the difference in audience reactions

if the three hosts had been Christian rather than Muslim. For context, Pentecostals in

154 Ibid..

153 Dilsa Demirbag-Sten, “Fel frontfigurer i SVT-program,” Svenska Dagbladet, October 31, 2008, sec.
Debatt, https://www.svd.se/fel-frontfigurer-i-svt-program.
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Sweden are associated with the free church movement and are the second largest church

denomination in Sweden, following that of the state church.155 Giertta’s asking about the

strength of audience reactions if three Pentecostals had been allowed to host the program

reveals her biased understanding of the issue being the religiosity of the hosts. She

problematizes their explicit religious expression in on the program, not their identification

as being Muslim and outside the hegemonic Christian tradition in Sweden. Sandberg, in

stating his belief that it was more important than ever to produce this program, recognizes

the difference in reactions the hosts received concerning in their identities as Muslim within

Swedish society. In response to Giertta’s question about the equality of response if the

program had been about three Pentecostal hosts, he tentatively agrees, but only in

recognition that this reaction should therein address the issue of the three hosts being seen

as separate individuals, and not representatives of a religious community.

One of the most proficient critics of Halal-TV was author and journalist Dilsa

Demirbag-Sten. Her main argument throughout three of her op-eds about the program

focuses on the portrayal of religion in the media. Specifically, she questions Awad, Kassem,

and El Khabiry’s abilities as hosts because of their explicit association to their religion.

Demirbag-Sten sees journalists as needing to be impartial to the content on which they are

reporting:

Of course, it is important that religions are also highlighted and that different
religious groups are allowed to speak. But then under the leadership of politically
and religiously independent and impartial journalists, who are critical of the subject.
There are press ethics rules that we journalists must abide by to appear credible.
Everything else is opinion formation, which is not included in SVT's public service
assignment. Unlike gender, skin color, ethnicity, and parents, one chooses one's
religious beliefs and ideology and should also be held accountable for it. To put it
bluntly - religions and ideologies should be treated critically by public service.156

In this statement, Demirbag-Sten once again illustrates the “we” and “them”

dynamic applied to the hosts’ identities, this time as media figures and as journalists. “We

journalists” is directly associated with press ethics rules, credibility, and public service in

the media. According to Demirbag-Sten, the hosts do not have the capacity to be credible

156 Demirbag-Sten, “Fel frontfigurer i SVT-program.”; my translation.

155 Jan-Åke Alvarsson, “Research on Pentecostalism in Sweden,” Approaching Religion 5, no. 1 (May 2015):
16–30.
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sources because they are not impartial to the content on which they are informing the

audience, even though this content consists of their own lived experiences as Muslim

women in Swedish society. Furthermore, Demirbag-Sten argues that “unlike gender, skin

color, ethnicity, and parents, one chooses one’s religious beliefs and ideology and should

also be held accountable for it.” This statement outrightly ignores the fact that religion is

intertwined with cultural and social environments in which people formulate their identity.

A person may indeed officially end their membership with the Church of Sweden, but the

subconscious influence of the Church does not abruptly end once they remove themselves

from the environment or organization. In practice, Lutheran Protestant hegemony exists in

Sweden in aspects like religious holy days corresponding as bank holidays, and religion

education in Sweden, while theoretically secular and non-confessional, still trends towards

associating negative stereotypes and generalizations with minority religions in comparison

to Christianity.157 In the context of SVT, the network airs Gudstjänst, a weekly

programming of a church service from a church in Sweden. The network reasons that the

program is worthwhile as religion is still a part of Sweden’s cultural history and present,

and it remains important for many within the audience.158 The program does include

services from other world religions, but it consists of two services during Muslim holidays

and one Jewish holiday every year.

In his op-ed responding to Demirbag-Sten’s argument, the Chairman of the Board of

the Evangelical Free Church, Stefan Swärd asks the question “Is an atheist more objective

than a believing Muslim?”159 Swärd is critical of Demirbag-Sten’s positing that only those

who are impartial in journalism can produce credible reporting. He exhibits a negotiated

reading of Demirbag-Sten’s argument as he acknowledges that having a host previously

having expressed extremist views of stoning is inappropriate for a publicly funded

television program. However, journalists themselves do not need to be a-religious or

a-political to do their job well. Saying that the women's devoutness is a hinderance to their

159 Stefan Swärd, “”Är en ateist mer objektiv än en troende muslim?",” Svenska Dagbladet, November 3,
2008, sec. Debatt,
https://www.svd.se/a/e33e7b11-471b-34d0-8050-ce063b5f1606/ar-en-ateist-mer-objektiv-an-en-troende-musli
m.; my translation.

158 SVT, “SVT:s religiösa utbud,” SVT, September 14, 2021, https://kontakt.svt.se/guide/svts-religiosa-utbud.

157 Eriksson and Roskvist, “Det Kan Ju Vara Bra Att Veta Hur Dom Har Det Där Nere.”; Lilja and
Sunnercrantz, “Nu Ska Jag Säga En Ganska Smart Sak Tycker Jag.”
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ability to ask pertinent questions and remain objective is too critical, as Swedish society

itself is still influenced by Christianity. The Swedish Church is large, but immigrant

Catholic, Pentecostal, and Orthodox Christians still make up a larger majority than

Muslims, so it makes no sense to target Islam specifically within the debate about the role

of religion in media, especially when SVT has previously produced several programs that

directly televise Christian church services.

Media’s role in depicting religion
Demirbag-Sten’s arguing against the credibility of Awad, Kassem, and El Khabiry

comes out of the women’s identification within the media as deeply religious. She admits

that there are other Muslim journalists in the media that are competent but does so by

relegating their religious identities solely to the private sphere. Her issue with Halal-TV is

platform it provides for Awad and her previous statements interpreted as advocating

extremism:

Today, there are several competent and experienced journalists on SVT, who in
private are more or less devout Muslims. The program idea for Halal TV is that the
presenters are deeply religious and veiled Muslims first and foremost - as SVT
chooses to define Muslims. […] There are many opportunities for SVT to show the
diversity and competence that exists among Muslims in Sweden. Instead, SVT has
shown an inability to deal with the differences between Islam and Muslims. The
channel has mainly reduced Muslims to a group of extremists.160

Her issue with Halal-TV is promptly summarized in her op-ed title: “SVT reduces Muslims

to extremists.” The excerpt clarifies Demirbag-Sten’s stance on the overall production of

Halal-TV, albeit a bit altered from her previous text: SVT is at fault for producing a

program that only highlights differences which can channel negative or generic stereotypes

of Muslims, and Islam as a religion. It is SVT’s inability to capability differentiate between

Muslims and more extremist but captivating perceptions of Islam.

One type of respondent that has not yet been mentioned is the category of the hosts.

On the day of the airing of the final episode of Halal-TV, Dagens Nyheter published an

interview with Awad about the criticism the program received. In the interview, Awad

160 Dilsa Demirbag-Sten, “SVT reducerar muslimer till extremister,” Svenska Dagbladet, November 7, 2008,
sec. Debatt,
https://www.svd.se/a/eb0e604c-b8c1-3316-b1eb-f63159d77fb9/svt-reducerar-muslimer-till-extremister.; my
translation.
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clarifies that this controversial statement from 2003 was a misinterpretation of her original

message. The intent behind Halal-TV was to dispel such misconstrued understandings of

Muslim women. In Awad’s words, the purpose for Halal-TV “was the very idea to raise the

view of things, but I am disappointed in the level, in a lot of personal attacks. I would have

liked to see a more principled debate about who can be seen in the media.”161 These

personal attacks were just typical of the stereotypes held within society regarding Muslim

women: that they are subjected to patriarchal family structures that prohibit them from

being independent women, lacking agency. When the interviewer asks her why a public

broadcasting service should dedicate a program to the minority of Swedish women who

wear veils, Awad responds to the question and adds an example of a similar discriminatory

experience she had in her work:

Because it is the group you can identify as Muslim and have the most prejudice
against, […] the reaction from when she accompanied vulnerable or abused women
to the social services or the police: the official came forward with a sympathetic
look and comfortingly put his arm around whom she thought the victim was -
Cherin Awad from the women's shelter.162

Awad argues that the negative criticism Halal-TV received was not a surprise, but it

was more harmful in its effects than she had initially anticipated. As word spread of her

controversial statement from 2003, a job offer she had received was rescinded.

Furthermore, the prejudice expressed towards the women as hosts as well the Swedish

Muslim community by those who watched and participated in the program perpetuated the

discrimination that Awad had already experienced throughout her life. The continuation of

these stereotypes held against Muslim women and Islam as a religion through the

reinforcement of perceptions of Muslim women as lacking agency or being subject to

extremist religious communities is the result of a failure to address these issues

appropriately.

In an interview published in Aftonbladet in January 2009, Cherin Awad was

congratulated by the journalist, Sofia Ström, for becoming the first Swedish lawyer to wear

the veil upon finishing her law degree. Ström asks Awad if her television career is over, to

162 Ibid..

161 Yasmine El Rafie, “Hånad programledare svarar på kritiken,” Dagens Nyheter, February 2, 2009, sec.
Kultur & Nöje, http://www.dn.se/DNet/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=2204&a=866877.
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which Awad responds with “Yes. I'm glad I made Halal TV. I am proud to have been

involved in showing a different image of Muslim women than as a crying victim.”163 Awad

separates herself from the program, without negating what she sees as its purpose: showing

an alternate image of Muslim women than the stereotypical oppressed victim. In response

to the interviewer’s question about how it feels to be recognized as Sweden’s first lawyer

with a veil, Awad minimizes its importance to the event itself: "my skills are not in one

piece of cloth. On the other hand, it is positive to be involved in changing the image of

Muslim women.”164 Here, the veil is important to Ström in her perception of Awad’s identity

and the impact it has on her achievement of becoming a lawyer; Ström makes it part of

Awad’s introductory title for the interview. For Awad, the veil holds absolutely no

significance within the event of her becoming a lawyer. She does not mention her faith as

being a factor in the development of her skillset. These two perceptions of the veil reflect

the difference between Awad and Ström, a Muslim woman and a journalist within a major

media outlet. Ström’s approach towards her interview with Awad focused on her difference

as a Muslim woman in obtaining her degree, whereas Awad stressed how her identity as a

Muslim woman should not play into this achievement. Her skills are not in one piece of

cloth, and any perceptions of it as such only serve to reiterate the stereotypes of Muslim

women in the media either being subjects to patriarchal family units or breaking the mold

and therefore having agency, counter to the expectations the reader.165 Ström’s approach

towards the interview only follows the path of media institutions perpetuating the

hegemonic Christian identity and highlighting the difference of anyone who breaks beyond

that mold. Her focus as a journalist on Awad’s religious identity and its visual reminder in

the form of her veil reveal the prominence in which Awad’s religiosity overshadows her

identity as a lawyer.

Discussion
The three categories of discourses surrounding Halal-TV can best be recognized as

the recurring topics to which the cultural critics, media producers, and audience saw as

165 Axner, “Representationer, stereotyper och nyhetsvärdering: rapport från medieanalys om representationer
av muslimer i svenska nyheter.” 9.

164 Ibid..

163 Sofia Ström, “Kompetens Sitter Inte i Ett Tygstycke,” Aftonbladet, January 25, 2009,
https://web.archive.org/web/20090125131021/http://www.aftonbladet.se/wendela/article4243169.ab.
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issues of common concern. Focusing on the online newspaper texts and their respective

comment fields opens a small window into the more expansive discussions of the role of

religion in the media, and more specifically how religion is used to portray minority groups

in stereotypical practices that exclude them from the national collective. The sub-public

spheres that make up the larger public sphere of the discourse draw attention to these

practices; publicity and counterpublic theory direct us to recognize the power structures at

work within institutions like the media, while initiating discourse on interpretations that are

the result of these sub-public spheres having the opportunity to speak to power.166 In

practice, the inclusion of comment fields in the scope of analyzed material evens out the

power structures at work, at least momentarily. Sandberg published his op-ed in

Journalisten, the same media newspaper in which Giertta had published her interview with

him. She was also the editor-in-chief of Journalisten, so she had the chance to read through

the text before it was officially published. However, Giertta went out and clarified her

intent behind the original interview in a comment she left under Sandberg’s op-ed. Giertta

was the immediate subject of Sandberg’s text as he names her directly, but in posting her

response in a comment, rather than another text, she involves herself directly in the already

active comment field.

Attention to the identities of the published authors and commenters helps to

diversify the responses exhibited in the analysis. Hamilton carries the hereditary title of

Count, has served as a Member of Parliament, and can publish his opinions in major

Swedish newspapers like Aftonbladet. Giertta is editor-in-chief of the media newspaper

Journalisten, and Sandberg wrote his own op-ed for the newspaper in direct response to

Giertta. Demirbag-Sten is a journalist, moderator, and debater who often speaks about issue

of immigration, women’s rights, and integration and all her of her texts about Halal-TV

were published in the daily newspaper Svenska Dagbladet. In comparison, the online

commenters who left their written opinions in the comment fields of are unknown in terms

of their backgrounds, but they as much of a role in the public sphere as they participate in

the discourse and can directly respond to the authors. As exhibited by Giertta commenting

under Sandberg’s op-ed, the divide between the authors and media figures is not

impermeable. If she had chosen to only respond to Sandberg via a private message, then
166 Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy.”;
Toepfl and Piwoni, “Public Spheres in Interaction:”
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their exchange would have moved to the private sphere and excluded the interpretations of

the public sphere.

However, there is a stark difference of participation from the program hosts within

this online public sphere. In searching for media interviews with the women concerning

their reaction to the negative press Halal-TV was receiving, it becomes clear that they did

not receive the same kind of opportunities to express their thoughts about the public

reaction to the program as others involved in the program did. Alternatively, it could

perhaps be that they decide not to engage with the discourse as much as the production

team, program guests, or cultural critics. Whereas the three hosts of Halal-TV had been the

focus of interviews preceding the premiere of the program, the same cannot be said of their

public appearance during the time the show was airing. Instead, the publications about the

program were instead focused on the audience’s reaction to the program, as in the case of

critics like Demirbag-Sten and Hamilton, or Sandberg representing the network and

defending SVT’s original intent in producing the show. If one of the hosts was interviewed

in the connection to the program, it was Awad. This could be because she was already

outspoken about her experiences as a Muslim woman before the program, often through

blogs and other SVT programs, and therefore had more of a media presence than Kassem

and El Khabiry. It could also be because Awad’s name was the most mentioned in the

media because of her previous statement on infidelity and stoning.

Lastly, it is important to note the distribution of opportunities for those online to

directly comment in response to published texts. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the collection

of texts for the analysis of the discourse surrounding Halal-TV was at times difficult due to

the accessibility of some of the newspaper webpages and an incomplete archiving of their

material. However, it is obvious that certain texts received more interaction from readers

than others when the comment fields are still available. Sandberg’s op-ed in response to

Giertta’s interview with him had a total of 17 comments from 15 unique posters. In

comparison, Giertta’s interview only received one posted comment. Of the three texts

written by Demirbag-Sten (two in Svenska Dagbladet and one in Aftonbladet), the websites

did not show any attached comment fields. However, four other texts, including those

written by Sandberg and Swärd, directly mentioned Demirbag-Sten’s arguments in their

own writings on the response to Halal-TV. Giertta published her interview with Sandberg,
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to which Sandberg then responded to in his text, and Giertta commented under it with a

clarification of the original intent behind her interview with the producer.

This web of exchanges online did connect many of the prominent and established

media figures, but it also allowed for the inclusion of commentary from the public reading

the texts. The recurring discourses of sameness and diversity, actuality of media

representation, and role of religion in the media were all issues of common concern for the

public, beyond just the scope of media personnel. The sub-public spheres of identities and

their interpretations of the material shaped Fraser’s so-called “public-at-large,” illustrating a

microcosm of the ongoing discourse within Swedish society about minority representations

and the role of religion and secularism.
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Chapter VII: Conclusion
The push towards secularism in Sweden over the last 50 years can be traced in

examples like that of school curricula language, religion education content and design, and

the official separation of the Church of Sweden from the state in 2000. Likewise, it is

visible within the online comments that were concerned with the relevance of having a

publicly funded production address religion in Sweden. What is notable within such

comments about Halal-TV, however, is the continued use of language of “us” and “them” to

refer to those that identify with their religious practice; the contrast between “us” and

“them” is only used to highlight how the commenter (sometimes subconsciously) sees the

Muslim women as outside of normative Swedish society. In asking “what is Swedish?” it

thus becomes clear that the definition of the national identity is dependent on what purpose

it must serve: in the context of online responses to Halal-TV there is a repeated use of

national identity to contrast a “Swedishness” to the values (and religious identity) of those

who are seen as “outside” the norm. The problem thus becomes the prevalence of Swedish

exceptionalism conflicting with the actual practice of personal freedom, equality of

genders, and right of free speech in their interactions with religion in public life.

Globalization and rapid developments in communication technology have resulted

in more interactions between media institutions and other societal, cultural, and religious

institutions. Through the dissemination of symbols, signifiers, and representations in media

outlets like television and in newspapers, Sweden’s hegemonic Christian tradition continues

to dominate the underlying conceptualizations of national identity and belonging. These

representations, particularly representations of minority groups, emphasize the in-group and

out-group dynamics seen in the formations of nationality identities of imagined

communities. These differentiations between communities become the focal point for

debates over who belongs within the society and ideas of integration and assimilation,

feeding into the ongoing criticism and support for multiculturalism within society. Wendy

Brown argued against policies of “tolerance” as these policies only emphasize and reinforce

ideas of difference and regulation, strengthening the idea of “the norm” in comparison to

“the other” within the community.167 In her work on the debate over the wearing of the veil

167 Brown, Regulating Aversion: Tolerance in the Age of Identity and Empire.
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in France, Joan Wallach Scott connected the frail border between public and private lives of

Muslim women to the national idea of laïcite and how individuals are expected to comply

with French norms to fit the national ideal of universalism.168 Discourse on Swedishness

similarly stresses these ideas of conforming to the norm, historically through the

perspective of a religious homogeneity, strong democracy, and a recent shift towards

individualism.169 Further studies on the manifestation of Swedish exceptionalism within

public discourse could provide additional insight as to how much of the idea of a Swedish

national identity is realistic, particularly as it relates to gender equality and migrant

experiences.

SVT promoted Halal-TV as capable of educating Swedish audiences through the

experiences of the three hosts, Cherin Awad, Dalia Azzem Kassem, and Khadiga El

Khabiry. In actuality, the online discourse about the program revealed national arguments

about sameness and diversity, expressions of tolerance towards “the other,” and perceptions

of successful integration of minority groups. In reinforcing the otherness of the hosts

through the focus on their Muslim identity, and as a result defining Muslim women as a

demographic group, the discourse echoes Axner’s report of negative stereotypes of Muslim

women permeating Swedish news media.170 In addition to these discourses on Sameness

and Diversity and Media Representation, discourse of Religion in the texts addressed the

issue of a perceived incompatibility between secular journalism and media content about

religion, particularly in connection to those that are explicitly vocal about their religious

identity. In responding to a question from Yasmine El Rafie, Awad exposed the journalist’s

emphasis on her religious identity, rather than her occupational identity as a lawyer.171 Her

religious identity is perceived as more relevant to the article than her new certification to

practice law. The prioritization of Awad’s religious identity over her new occupational

identity reinforces her placement with the out-group. The emphasis on her differentiation

from that of the majority Swedish population due to her religious identity is ironic as it can

171 El Rafie, “Hånad programledare svarar på kritiken.”

170 Axner, “Representationer, stereotyper och nyhetsvärdering: rapport från medieanalys om representationer
av muslimer i svenska nyheter.”

169 Hagren, “Nature, Modernity, and Diversity: Swedish National Identity in a Touring Association’s
Yearbooks 1886–2013.”

168 Scott, The Politics of the Veil.
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be argued that Awad’s new occupation as a lawyer puts her in an even smaller minority

group in Sweden than identifying as a practicing Muslim woman.

A repetitive questioning of the authority of the hosts to talk about their own

experiences, as Muslims and as women, arises out of the texts. As Joan Wallach Scott

argued in her analysis of the discourse of French society’s debate over the wearing of veils,

the antagonism towards Muslim women wearing their veils is rooted in racism and justified

in the societal focus on secularism. Central to Scott’s point was the issue of the veil

becoming a visible reminder to the public of the (primarily Muslim) women’s difference

from the French ideals of universalism, as well as a postcolonial fear and feeling of

superiority of the French norm over “the other.” For Halal-TV, the women’s Muslim

identities were central to their presentation, but also damaging for their agency within the

program’s production. SVT selected the three women to host the show, but their personal

agency and impact was limited when expressing their own opinions and experiences as the

production team labeled the women as “participants” rather than “program leaders.”

Criticism about Halal-TV revolved around the media representation and framing as directed

by the production team. The purposeful inclusion of two hosts rejecting a handshake as a

greeting resulted in Carl Hamilton publishing his opinion that a handshake greeting was

expected from those “belonging” within Swedish society. Dilma Demirbag-Sten argued that

SVT failed to show the diversity of Muslim women in Sweden by only employing women

who wore veils, and that the inclusion of Cherin Awad on the program with her history of

controversial statements regarding stoning reduced the Muslim community down to that of

representations of extremists. The issue of the women being seen as individuals, and not

representatives of a Muslim community, continues to arise throughout the online discourse.

Having these debates play out throughout the televised program and in the online responses

to the published newspaper texts emphasizes how important the ideas of national identity,

the role of religion in society, and media representations in public broadcasting were to the

overall reception to Halal-TV.

Previous studies on Halal-TV outline the negative attitudes the audience had

towards the program, as well as strong polarization among the participants regarding issues
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of Swedish values and their perceived separation from religious values.172 However, the

overall engagement towards the program reflects an arguable success of the initial program

goal: to initiate discussions about the experiences of Muslims, and more specifically

Muslim women, in Sweden. The online discourse exhibits the public sphere of engagement

initiated by the program, and by extension the societal debates regarding national identities

and values and feelings of belonging within society. These discussions relayed stereotypical

representations of Muslim women but serve as a snapshot of the social discourse present in

2008.

It is possible to see how the secularist and nationalist discourses enforced each other

within the discourse about Halal-TV and the program hosts. Ideas of Swedish culture as a

society of tolerance, individualism, and democracy were expressed with positivity, painting

Sweden as a site of multicultural opportunity. At the same time, the production team and

media figures’ texts about the program impact and the hosts’ roles illustrated how the three

women’s agency over their own image and representation were dominated by a sense of

exceptionalism in Sweden; Swedishness and its position of tolerance still depend on the

imagined borders between majority and minority groups. Most often, these borders fall

along the lines of “Swedes” and “immigrants,” but are also present in the imagined contrast

between Sweden and the rest of the world. This socialized disconnect between Swedishness

is a window into the contemporary sense of nationalism in Sweden in 2008, a nationalism

that has only grown with the increasing presence of the nationalist, anti-immigrant,

right-wing populist Sweden Democrats in parliament since 2010.

The analysis of discourse on sameness and diversity, media representation, and

religion within the context of the online response to Halal-TV thus serves as a study on

how a statistically multicultural Swedish population interacts with the ethnic and

monocultural Swedishness dominant in institutions like schools, entertainment, and news

media. This case study on Halal-TV is intended to act as a snapshot of the discourse

landscape in 2008 in Sweden as it relates to public broadcasting and Muslim women. This

snapshot cannot reveal everything in detail all at once, but perhaps can provide a focus on

select elements of social belonging and the Swedish national identity through its

172 Lövheim and Axner, “Halal-TV: Negotiating The Place Of Religion In Swedish Public Discourse.”;
Schindelar and Wahlström, “Halal-tv, haram enligt mediedebatten? - En studie av debatten om Halal-tv i
svensk dagspress.”
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intersectional reading of the texts. Future case studies, both within and outside of the

Swedish context, could build on the understandings of mediatization of religion,

nationalism, and multiculturalism, particularly in the aftermath of the European migrant

crisis of 2015 and the growing presence of anti-immigrant, nationalist parties in the

Swedish Parliament. It is the hope, then, that this case study on Halal-TV can serve as

comparative material for analyses of other contexts touching on the issues of media

representation and multiculturalism outside of the time and space of Sweden in 2008.
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Appendices
What follows are the copies of the published newspaper texts and comments analyzed
within this study. The material has been translated into English for the purpose of this paper
and any mistakes or misinterpretations of the texts are therefore my own.
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Dilsa Demirbag-Sten, “Fel frontfigurer i SVT-program,” Svenska Dagbladet, October
31, 2008, sec. Debatt, https://www.svd.se/fel-frontfigurer-i-svt-program.

I SVT-programmet Existens (7/12 2003), som handlade om sharia lagarna, frågade
programledaren en av två gäster upprepade gånger om hon ansåg att stening till döds var ett
rättmätigt straff vid otrohet.

Gästen, Cherin Awad, svarade kort och konsist ja. Svaret imponerade tydligen på
redaktionen till den grad att SVT anlitade den numera utexaminerade juristen Awad som
mångfaldskonsult och senare anställde henne som en av tre programledare för Halal-tv som
har premiär den 3 november.

Trion som ska leda programmets åtta avsnitt är Dalia Azzam Kassem, Cherin Awad och
Khadiga El khabiry. Tre unga kvinnor som är djupt troende beslöjade muslimer, och lever
nära Koranens påbud.

En hårt pressad Awad tog för några veckor sedan, efter det att hennes uttalande åter
uppmärksammats i olika medier, avstånd från sin syn på stening vid otrohet.

Awad har även påpekat att hon var arton år när hon gjorde uttalandet. Samma ålder som
man i Sverige anses vara vuxen nog att rösta och juridiskt ta ansvar för sina handlingar.

Det är dock en utveckling i rätt riktning att Awad har ändrat sig och förhoppningsvis
numera är inne på mer demokratiska tankegångar.

Då flera medier uppmärksammade Awads tidigare uttalande tog SVT bort tablåtexten som
sammanfattade Existens-programmet om sharialagarna och det olämpliga uttalandet.

Samma text, som hade funnits på nätet sedan länge, plockades för tre veckor sedan bort
med argumentet att det kunde komma följdfrågor och att texten var hårdragen.

Exakt vad det är i det jakande och korta ordet ja som går att misstolkas och hårdras vet nog
bara SVT. En mer trolig förklaring är att redaktionen ville undvika kritik genom att hindra
att allmänheten tog del av texten.

Det är viktigt att de som vanligtvis inte får komma till tals i medierna också lyfts fram,
hävdar projektansvarige Gunnar Hofverberg som samtidigt påpekar att programledarna är
”huvudrollsinnehavare” och inte representerar några andra än sig själva. En uppenbar
efterkonstruktion som trasslar in redaktionen än mer.

Programmet är dokumentärt och inte en spelfilm.

Det vore intressant att veta hur SVT förhåller sig till det publicistiska uppdraget när de
anser att tre beslöjade kvinnor som leder programmet Halal-tv ska representera den
muslimska gruppen i åtta program.

Utan att representera några andra än sig själva. Förvirringen är total.
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Visst är det viktigt att även religioner belyses och olika religiösa grupper får komma till
tals. Men då under ledning av politiskt och religiöst obundna och opartiska journalister,
som kritiskt förhåller sig till ämnet. Det finns pressetiska regler som vi journalister måste
förhålla oss till för att framstå som trovärdiga.

Allt annat är opinionsbildning, vilket inte innefattas i SVT:s public service-uppdrag.

Till skillnad från kön, hudfärg, etnicitet och föräldrar väljer man sin religiösa övertygelse
och ideologi och bör även kunna ställas till ansvar för det. För att tala i klartext – religioner
och ideologier bör behandlas kritiskt av public service.

Kan vi förvänta oss kosher-tv ledd av tre ortodoxa judiska kvinnor, Livets ord-tv ledd av
Ulf Ekman eller rent av Sd-tv med Jimmie Åkesson? Troligtvis inte.

Det finns många möjligheter för public service att inom ramen för god journalistik lyfta
fram mångfalden som präglar den muslimska delen av befolkningen utan att reducera denna
grupp till djupt troende, beslöjade, homofobiska nykterister som anser att kvinnor ska vara
oskulder fram till äktenskapet och förordar stening vid otrohet.

I onsdags medverkade två av programledarna i SVT:s Gokväll för att tala om Halal-tv.

På frågan varför de inte ville ta den manliga programledaren i hand blev svaret att de som
muslimer inte vill ha fysisk kontakt med män. Främmande män, får man anta, då de också
uppgav att de är gifta och har barn.

Majoriteten av muslimer i Sverige skakar dagligen hand med främmande människor, men
de mest ortodoxa förespråkar könssegregering.

De flesta människor i Sverige, oavsett bakgrund, har ett sekulärt, liberalt och demokratiskt
förhållningssätt. Många firar ramadan, jul eller hanukkah som en del av en tradition utan att
låta resten av livet styras av religiösa dogmer.

Bland dem som i statistiska sammanhang definieras som muslimer finns även ateister.

Men kanske är det så enkelt att de muslimer som ser ut och lever sina liv som de flesta
andra, för SVT inte är tillräckligt exotiska eller fantasieggande som beslöjade damer med
förkärlek till sharian.

SVT har ett ansvar som arbetsgivare gentemot Cherin Awad, Dalia Azzam Kassem och
Khadiga El khabiry. Dessa är ännu oerfarna journalister.

Genom att göra dessa tre kvinnor till frontfigurer för ett kontroversiellt program, med högst
tvivelaktig och oreflekterad grundtanke, kastar SVT ut dem i den offentliga debatten, som
ibland kan vara skoningslös.

Redaktionen är anonym för tittarna medan dessa unga kvinnor ska leva med projektet och
programmet hela sitt liv.
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Dilsa Demirbag-Sten, “SVT reducerar muslimer till extremister,” Svenska Dagbladet,
November 7, 2008, sec. Debatt,
https://www.svd.se/a/eb0e604c-b8c1-3316-b1eb-f63159d77fb9/svt-reducerar-muslimer-
till-extremister.

För min del får Cherin Awad, Dalia Kassem och Khadiga El khabiry klä sig som de vill,
vägra ta män i hand, tycka att Koranen är ett feministiskt manifest och delta i varje program
på SVT.

Det gör dem inte mer lämpade att leda ett samhällsprogram på SVT; det är nämligen ingen
rättighet att med ett yrke och uppdrag representera SVT.

Stark övertygelse har ibland ett pris. Veganer kan inte arbeta på slakteri, pacifister skyr
vapenaffärer och djupt troende personer som sätter sin tro före allt annat, och vill verka för
att sprida den, kan inte leda samhällsprogram på SVT.

Låt mig upprepa: Till skillnad från andra kanaler har SVT ett public service-uppdrag och
finansieras med licenspengar. I uppdraget ingår att vara politiskt och religiöst obunden.

Majoriteten av journalister röstar och vissa är religiösa, men de flesta klarar av att vara
yrkesmän och kvinnor när de är på arbetet. Det finns lagar och pressetiska regler som är
publicistiska riktlinjer för att garantera att public service inte förvandlas till en
propagandamaskin för en viss grupp. Så sent som i september uttryckte Awad stöd för
sharia-inspirerad särlagstiftning som hon påstår skulle gynna muslimska kvinnor (SvD:s
Ramadanblogg 6/9).

Idag finns flera kompetenta och erfarna journalister på SVT, som privat är mer eller mindre
troende muslimer. Programidén för Halal-tv är att programledarna är djupt religiösa och
beslöjade muslimer först och främst - såsom SVT väljer att definiera muslimer.

Kvinnorna har, enligt egen utsago (Newsmill 1/11), fått uppdraget utifrån deras religiositet
och inte deras journalistiska kompetens och erfarenhet.

Om någon inte gillar slöjan så är det för att man tror att beslöjade kvinnor är dumma, tycks
SVT tro. När det visar sig att kvinnor under slöjan kan vara utbildade, verbala, trevliga och
vackra verkar förvirring uppstå.

Då måste slöjan vara bra och islam en trevlig religion. Som om det inte finns starka, vackra
och välutbildade etniskt svenska kvinnor som är mot kvinnliga präster eller lever med män
som slår dem.

Det finns många möjligheter för SVT att visa på den mångfald och kompetens som finns
bland muslimer i Sverige. Istället har SVT visat en oförmåga att hantera skillnaderna
mellan islam och muslimer.

Kanalen har framför allt reducerat muslimer till en grupp extremister.
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Dilsa Demirbag-Sten, “Borde vara självklart att problematisera slöjan,” Aftonbladet,
November 30, 2008,
https://nogo.retriever-info.com/prod?a=16030&d=05734920081130793449&s=57349&
sa=2002210&x=0b3e97c13dacd4c84780f1454e7debb9&tz=Europe/Stockholm&t=1649
248215.

Å ena sidan oroas Schyman över hur religioner vinner mark och hävdar att FI är ganska
ensamma om att uppmärksamma detta. Hon vill inte se Livets ords representanter, som
exempelvis Carola Häggqvist, leda samhällsprogram i SVT.

Men Halal-TV är tydligen inte något problem. Schyman berör knappt det religiösa förtryck
som är en realitet för miljontals kvinnor i den muslimska världen i sin replik. Tystnaden
talar ett tydligt språk. Också islam är en religion. Det är blodigt allvar för oss kvinnor med
bakgrund i länder där islam är statsreligion. Även vi kvinnor med relation till islam är
oroade över hur politisk islam smyger sig in i olika delar av samhället mitt framför näsan på
stora delar av den feministiska rörelsen och nu även via public service. FI:s talesperson
väljer att se slöjan som ett klädplagg som vilket som helst, och undviker därmed att
problematisera det tygstycket symboliserar; att kvinnan ska anpassa sig till mäns blickar
och beteenden. Att problematisera slöjan borde för en feminist vara lika självklart som att
problematisera sexiga underkläder för barn. Var tog rätten till sin kropp, samma utbildning
som pojkarna, att välja sin partner och syn på homosexuellas rättigheter vägen? Det är
tydligt att de som definieras som muslimska kvinnor själva måste ta tolkningsföreträdet och
formulera vad kroppslig integritet i relation till politisk Islam innebär, och vilka rättigheter
som är individuella och kollektiva. Från FI ska man inte förvänta stöd.
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Yasmine El Rafie, “Hånad programledare svarar på kritiken,” Dagens Nyheter,
February 2, 2009, sec. Kultur & Nöje,
http://www.dn.se/DNet/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=2204&a=866877.

Under hösten har "Halal-tv:s" programledare Cherin Awad blivit kallad allt från fanatiker
till taliban. I dag sänds programmet "Efter Halal" som ska ta ett grepp om vad debatten
egentligen handlade om. DN har träffat Cherin Awad.

Cherin Awads helsyskon bär inte sjal och de lever samboliv. Hon förnekar inte att andra
kan se hennes utövning av islam som strikt jämfört med muslimer generellt men tycker
samtidigt att den inkluderar de värderingar om demokrati och jämställdhet hon vuxit upp
med i Linköping.

- VISST SKA DEN minoritet som tycker annorlunda bemötas men varför kräva det av mig
bara för att jag är troende? Det är lite som att ställa en katolik till svars för att det finns
präster som förgriper sig på barn, säger Cherin Awad.

Awad tog sin jur kand - med immaterialrätt som ett specialområde - samtidigt som hon
skaffade barn.

I somras var hon nyutexaminerad och erbjöds ett juristjobb. Sedan brakade kritiken loss.
Att "mussehorans", som hon kallats, telefonnummer lagts ut på internet kan hon ironisera
över, liksom de rasistiska bloggarna som kartlagt hennes vardag.
Men när jobberbjudandet plötsligt drogs tillbaka under hösten blev det allvar. Rösten viker.
Cherin Awad hade väntat sig en debatt, men inte att folk klistrade på henne åsikter hon inte
hade eller uttryckte:

- Det var ju själva tanken att lyfta synen på saker och ting, men jag är besviken på nivån, på
en massa personangrepp. Jag hade velat se en mer principiell debatt om vilka som får synas
i medierna, säger hon.

FLERA AV  reaktionerna följde samma mönster: Aftonbladets Belinda Olsson kallade
programledarna för "fanatiker" och Dilsa Demirbag-Sten beskrev dem i SvD som
"homofoba nykterister som förespråkar stening vid otrohet". Sara Mohammad, ordförande
för Glöm inte Pela och Fadime, såg pressvisningen med det avsnitt där Awad säger att hon
vill göra karriär, dela hemarbetet lika och uppmuntra sonen att leka med dockor. Sedan
skrev hon i Expressen att "De här tre kvinnorna är inte vilka muslimska kvinnor som helst.
De har samma åsikter som talibaner i Afghanistan." Och fick understöd av K G Bergström i
SVT.

Just det beskriver Cherin Awad som direkt "bisarrt" - särskilt med tanke på att hon varit
aktiv i flera år på bland annat Somaya, en av Sveriges största tjej- och kvinnojourer med
kampen mot hedersvåld som specialitet. Efter att ha stöttat tjejer vid skilsmässor, använt
Koranen som vapen mot förövare som skyllt på religionen och gömt hedersförtrycka
kvinnor i sitt eget hem blev hon kallad för taliban.

Startskottet var ett uttalande hon gjort i programmet "Existens" för fem år sedan som
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plötsligt dök upp i debatten. En del SVT-folk och journalister har beskrivit det som att hon
uttalade sig för stening men nu tar avstånd från det medan hon flera gånger försökt säga att
hon argumenterade emot den aktuella steningsdomen redan då, men feltolkades.

- När jag var med i "Existens" handlade det om att förklara hur vissa tolkar sharialagen
medan jag menade att beviskraven för att utdöma ett sådant straff inte går att uppnå. Jag
sade även i programmet att jag liksom inte ens med en god portion fantasi kan föreställa
mig vilken vinkel de fyra av varandra oberoende vittnena som måste ha sett själva
penetrationen då ska ha tittat i, säger Cherin Awad.

Men är du inte mot sex före äktenskapet till exempel?
- För egen del, ja. Men jag måste väl ha rätten till min egen sexualitet precis som de som
tycker annorlunda? Hur andra lever lägger jag mig inte i.

Varför ska public service ägna ett program åt den minoritet svenska kvinnor som bär sjal?
- För att det är den grupp man kan identifiera som muslimsk och har mest fördomar mot,
säger hon och drar ett exempel: reaktionerna från när hon ledsagade utsatta kvinnor till
socialtjänsten eller polisen: tjänstemannen kom fram med medlidsam blick och lade
tröstande sin arm om den hon utgick från var offret - Cherin Awad från kvinnojouren.
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Helena Giertta, “Måndagsmötet: Joakim Sandberg, ansvarig för Halal-TV,”
Journalisten, November 3, 2008,
https://www.journalisten.se/nyheter/mandagsmotetjoakim-sandbergansvarig-halal-tv.

Det har blåst om SVTs satsning Halal-TV innan det ens har sänts. Kritiken gäller bland
annat att kanalen använder tre djupt troende muslimer som programledare, Cherin Awad,
Dalia Azzam Kassem, Khadiga El khabiry.

Har du någon kommentar kring det?
- De är för det första inte programledare. De medverkar i en dokumentärserie. Vi har jobbat
fram programmet tillsammans med de här tre.

Varför valde ni just dessa tre?
- Vi är inspirerade av ett holländskt program, som kom till efter Theo van Goghs död. I
Holland är klyftan mellan grupper ännu djupare än i Sverige. Programmet tog sin
utgångspunkt i frågan: Hur ska vi börja prata med varandra, hur ser människan bakom ut?
Jo, vi låter ett antal människor prata om holländskheten. Precis det gör vi också. Vi låter tre
muslimska kvinnor ställa frågor om svenskheten.

Men varför tre så djupt troende? Det finns ju gott om muslimska kvinnor i Sverige som inte
har slöja, eller är så djupt troende?
- Det här är tre kvinnor, synliga muslimer, och jag tror att de i större grad lever med de här
frågeställningarna varje dag. Men framförallt är det tre starka individer, som tänkt noga
över vad de tänker och säger.

Cherin Awad har sagt sig stödja stening av otrogna och vill inte ta i hand. Kan du förstå
kritiken att ha henne som företrädare för islam?
– Jag kan förstå den om det hade handlat om att de skulle prata om islam, om de skulle
pracka på andra sin tro. Men det handlar om att de ska se på Sverige.
– Ingen av dem stödjer dödstraff, det där är en missuppfattning och när det gäller att inte ta
i hand, så handlar det om kultur snarare än islam. Det här är tre är sinsemellan väldigt olika
människor. Till exempel så har Dalia Azzam Kassem inga problem med att ta i hand.

Är du förvånad över de starka reaktionerna som kommit redan innan programmet sänds?
- Nej. Jag är inte förvånad. Om folk tror att de ska prata om islam, men det ska de inte.
Ångrar du valet av kvinnorna i dag? Kommer ni att göra förändringar i programmet efter all
kritik?
- Det är viktigare än någonsin att vi gör det här programmet. Det skulle aldrig ha blivit så
här stark reaktion om det varit tre kristna som hade hållit programmet.

Men visst hade reaktionerna blivit lika starka om det varit tre pingstvänner som fått hålla ett
program?
– Ja, kanske, men vinsten med Halal-TV är att vi måste lära oss att möta människor som
individer och inte göra en kollektiv bedömning. Om man ser programmet, så ser man snart
att de här tre kvinnorna är mycket olika varandra.
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Carl Hamilton, “Är det rasistiskt att vilja skaka hand med en muslim?,” Aftonbladet,
November 4, 2008, https://www.aftonbladet.se/a/MgAyGK.

Jag var inbjuden till Halal-tv för att tala om klassamhället. Av detta har blivit ett
smyginspelat gräl om en handhälsning.

En hälsning berör av naturliga skäl två parter. Mänsklig samvaro blir meningslös om man
till slut bara kan hälsa på sig själv. Två personer hälsar på varandra och I detta ligger en
överenskommelse. Hälsningar är också ett sätt att uttrycka makt. Kungligheter har krävt att
kvinnor ska niga, män böja nacke. En del har vägrat. Är det av brist på espect? Snarare är
det av espect för andra högre värden än den espect underkastelsen.

Vem ska anpassa sig till vem? För programledarna på ”Halal-tv” var svaret självklart. Den
handhälsande majoriteten I Sverige ska anpassa sig till den muslimskt troende
icke-handhälsande minoriteten.

Jag tycker inte svaret är lika självklart. Men frågan är ställd.
Jag har inte problem med troende muslimer, eller andra, som inte vill skaka hand.

Däremot har svårt att förstå personer som menar att jag diskriminerar dem för att jag I
Sverige vill hälsa som de flesta hälsar.

Jag är väl medveten om att man hälsar olika I olika länder och kultursfärer. I
Frankrike är det sedan länge kindpuss som gäller. Den som inte vill vara med och pussas
gör en markering: jag hör inte hit.

De flesta tar seden dit de kommer, eller försöker åtminstone ödmjukt att göra det. För de
flesta av oss känns det främmande att komma till en ny kulturkrets och kräva att alla andra
omedelbart ska anpassa sig till oss.

Hälsningar förändras över tiden. Så också I Sverige. När detta väl är sagt, får vi
konstatera att I Sverige I dag hälsar de flesta på främlingar och ytligt bekanta genom
especta hand.

Men någon knivskarp gräns mellan rätt och fel finns inte. Det viktiga när olika
kulturmönster möts är trots espect det finns en ömsesidig espect.

Någon sådan espect kunde jag aldrig uppfatta när jag träffade programledarna från
”Halal-tv”. Det esp en outtalad anklagelse att den som ville skaka hand med muslimer
diskriminerade.

Det outtalade blev snart uttalat.
Jag brukar lita till mina instinkter, på gott och ont. Här kändes någonting fel.  

Jag gick därifrån. Men Halal-teamet kom springande efter och vädjade att jag skulle
komma tillbaka. Vad jag då inte visste var att man satte igång sin inspelningsutrustning för
att kunna banda det påföljande grälet och göra ett ”avslöjande”.

Det finns ett drag av svekfullhet över SVT Umeå. Man smygbandar sina gäster, man
vädjar att jag ska delta när man I själva verket är ute efter att sätta dit den man med ett
falskt leende har bjudit in.

I gräl esp en del dumheter, det gäller även mig. Men espec hade jag ändå uppfattat
någonting väsentligt den där dan för snart fem månader sen. I dag läser jag espec av
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programledarna en esp espect det är rätt att stena otrogna kvinnor. (Ett uttalande hon I dag
tar avstånd ifrån.)

Är man rasist för att man vill skaka hand med en muslim? Frågan känns långsökt,
men den espec nu av media.

Som så ofta finns det bakom unga troende kvinnor I slöja som skickas ut för especta
konflikt, äldre beräknande män. Så också I det här fallet. För mig har dessa redaktörer på
SVT Umeå lyriskt talat om en ”levande konflikt”. Misstanken ligger inte långt borta att de
vill underblåsa motsättningar mellan olika religioner för att sedan journalistiskt exploatera
dem.

Jag tror inte på konflikt. Jag tror på ömsesidig espect och strävan till förståelse.
Majoriteten måste visa tolerans, öppenhet och nyfikenhet mot olika minoriteter. Men
tolerans är inte samma sak som otydlighet.
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Joakim Sandberg, “Halal-TV sågades på förhand,” Journalisten, November 25, 2008,
https://www.journalisten.se/debatt/halal-tv-sagades-pa-forhand.

Att låta tre muslimska kvinnor, en läkarstudent, en tandsköterska och en juriststudent,
syssla med medborgarjournalistik i SVT i form av en dokumentärserie blir nog med facit i
hand den mest omdebatterade, utskällda och anmälda teveprogrammet i höst, till och med
sågat redan innan första programmet sändes.
Efter första programmet så har det också kapats för att vara "usel journalistik", här finns
inte den vanliga kliniska David-mot-Goliat dramaturgin, inte de skarpaste analyserna av de
utnötta experterna eller den stenhårt uppkörda mikrofonen i ansiktet på en svettig
beslutsfattare på mellannivå.
 
Det är tre unga tjejer som utforskar sitt land, ställer sina frågor till de makthavare som de
vill möta, konfrontera och diskutera med. För mig har det varit intressant nog, unga kvinnor
som inte representerar någon annan än sig själva kan man ändå inte påstå trängs i teverutan,
vid än färre tillfällen tillåts de att hålla i mikrofonen och nu faktiskt inte ställa
nyhetschefens väl intrummade frågor och vinklar.
Om man sedan lägger till aspekten att kvinnorna också är troende muslimer så kan till och
med de argaste kritikerna, som ringer på dygnets alla timmmar, hålla med om att det inte är
var dag unga kvinnliga muslimer får ge sin bild av sitt eget land, för övrigt anser de argaste
kritikern, att det inte "är deras land" och att deras röst inte behöver höras alls.
Men det ska sägas; självklart är man inte rasist om kritiserar Halal-TV, absolut inte.

Det intressanta i debatten kring programmet är inte det mörka hat som väller in, utan att
bilden av islam och muslimer är så fastnitad kring bilden av de brott som begås av
muslimer i islams namn att någon annan åsikt än extremistens omöjligt kan innehas av en
människa med slöja.
En av de medverkande kvinnorna definierar sin syn på jämställdhet med följande ord "den
enda skillnaden mellan mig och min man är att det var jag som födde vårt barn, i övrigt ska
vi ha lika möjligheter." Är det en sådan extremt fundamentalistiskt åsikt om någon nu klarar
att se bortom slöjan? Kan man faktiskt vara muslim på många olika sätt?
Men det är uppenbarligen svårt och varför det är så svårt är en fråga som knappast någon
journalist försökt besvara trots att det rör sig om den klassiska konflikten mellan minoritet
och majoritet, makt och maktlöshet, tolerans eller avståndstagande.

Ändå verkar det vara lätt att skriva om Halal-TV, man behöver ju inte ens göra en interjvu.
Kvinnorna dömdes ju ut som homofoba innan ett enda program gått i luften. Och som en
resignerad Cherin då sa till mig. "Ja de frågar ju inte mig, men kunde de inte i alla fall ha
frågat någon av mina homosexuella kompisar om vad jag tycker?"

När Journalistens chefredaktör Helena Giertta tycker att man inte borde låta de "extrema
uttrycken", vilket måste vara beteckningen på en läkarstudent, en tandsköterska och en
nyutexaminerad jurist, att synas i SVT eftersom det kan öka klyftorna i Sverige så får hon
medhåll av många muslimer som ringde mig innan programmet. Inte om att de är
"extrema" men om en önskan att slippa få synas, märkas och höras i sitt hemlad. Vi
kommer att missförstås, vi kommer att misstolkas vad ni än säger och vad ni än gör, var
deras budskap.
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Jag argumenterade emot, för vi lever ju i det sekulära demokratiska landet Sverige där var
och en har rätt till sin åsikt och sin tro och sin rätt att framföra den och att bli trodd om man
inte agerar annorlunda än vad man säger. Värderingar som en majoritet nog skulle säga sig
stå bakom, som många nog skulle hävda gör Sverige till ett bättre land än många andra.
Men när de stora orden prövas av ett teveprogram gjort av en läkarstudent, en tandskötera
och en juriststudent, då tar de hus i helvete.

Till skillnad från Helena Giertta som vill måla över sprickorna i fasaden med tystnad så är
mitt föregångsland USA och de amerikanska journalister och politiker som ständigt
konfronterar, diskuterar och lagstiftar kring sin mångfald och dess olika konsekvenser. Där
talar man om sina "klyftor", inte tiger. I USA väljs en svart man till president. I Sverige
hukar politikerna inför ett val med Sverigedemokraterna på banan. För den journalist som
inte vill vara upptagen med att randa årets glöggtest borde det vara uppenbart att det finns
ett jobb att göra. Gör det gärna bättre än Halal-TV. Lycka till.
Comments under Sandberg’s text:

● Hampus Eckerman, 19 December 2011 22:18 #1
Nå, idén med detta program är enbart ett. Att skapa ett “vi”och “dom”. Självklart kommer
programidén från Danmark.
För det här är problemet med de som låtsas vara välmenande. Varför göra program på
program som ska visa hur skiljda muslimer är från icke-muslimer? Varje nytt program som
ska titta på MUSLIMER syftar enbart till att visa på deras särart som gör att de till skillnad
från kristna eller judar kräver särskilda program på TV för att man ska förstå dem.
Ett program som det här finns enbart för att skapa rasism. Om SVT ville motverka rasismen
skulle de upphöra med alla program som klumpar ihop muslimer som grupp med vad
enskilda individer gör. Det skulle upphöra med att göra program som vill separera svenska
muslimer från andra svenskar.
Tyvärr tycks SVT trivas med den rasism som skapas.

● Hampus Eckerman, 19 December 2011 22:18 #2
Eller varför inte ta muslimer på allvar och låta bli att debattera dem hela tiden. På samma
sätt som kristna och judar inte debatteras dagligen i medierna.

● Kalle Kula, 19 December 2011 22:18

Alltså, Halal-TV är skapat av en vit kristen medelålders man. Det är enbarmligt enfaldig
TV där de mest banala frågorna om tillståndet i Sverige förgäves söker svar. Den
uppmärksamme tittaren kan dessutom lägga märke till att scenografin är den billigast
möjliga &#8211; alla samtal tjejerna emellan är filmade inne på Sveriges Television.
Lågbudget-TV av sämsta sort. Lägg ner; inte en säsong till, tack.

● Ulrika, 19 December 2011 22:18

Joakim, varför låtsas ni som att Halal-TV är er egen idé hela tiden? Det är ett holländskt
koncept. Och det gick ut på att provocera, inte “skildra” tjejernas egna liv. När ni började få
kritik för programmet svängde ni från att omnämna tjejerna som programledare till att
använda termer som “skildra deras liv” göra “deras röster hörda” eller “tjejernas egna
perspektiv.” Och tyvärr är det ju inte det programmen är!!! Det finns bara ett enda inslag i
programmet som är på riktigt och värt att se: Dalia söker jobb. Där är Dalia ett eget subjekt.
I allt annat material är tjejerna bara eran medeklassiga, svensson-redaktionella rekvisita,
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som ställer frågor som NI har formulerat. Det märks. Man behöver inte jobba med tv för att
fatta hur ni har producerat det här programmet. Slarvigt, är vad det är. Och att i efterhand
skriva desperata inlägg som det du gjort här ovan räddar inte en dålig tv-serie. Den är
fortfarande väldigt dålig. Om ni hade gjort en dokumentärserie om dessa tjejer, på riktigt,
och låtit deras berättelser och personliga upplevelser stå i centrum, hade det kunnat bli hur
bra som helst. Men nu blev det bara pannkaka. Är det så svårt att acceptera det?
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Sofia Ström, “Kompetens Sitter Inte i Ett Tygstycke,” Aftonbladet, January 25, 2009,
https://web.archive.org/web/20090125131021/http://www.aftonbladet.se/wendela/articl
e4243169.ab.

Grattis Cherin Awad, Halal-tv:s förra programledare som i måndags blev Sveriges första
jurist i slöja.

– Tack! Det känns roligt och spännande.

Jag är också ny på jobbet, det är min första dag på Aftonbladet. Har du några tips?
– Öppna sinnena, var glad och öppen. Tro på dig själv, speciellt om du får ett knarkcase

på 3 000 sidor på ditt bord. Det fick jag första dagen.

Vad betyder det att du är Sveriges första jurist i slöja?
– Ingenting, min kompetens sitter inte i ett tygstycke. Däremot är det positivt att vara

med och förändra bilden av muslimska kvinnor.

Är din tv-karriär över?
– Ja. Jag är glad över att ha gjort Halal-tv. Jag är stolt över att ha varit med och visat en

annan bild av muslimska kvinnor än som gråtande offer.

Till sist, vad önskar du dig mest av allt just nu?
– Att Israel slutar med det vansinniga förtrycket av palestinier och börjar behandla dem

som människor
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Stefan Swärd, “”Är en ateist mer objektiv än en troende muslim?",” Svenska
Dagbladet, November 3, 2008, sec. Debatt,
https://www.svd.se/a/e33e7b11-471b-34d0-8050-ce063b5f1606/ar-en-ateist-mer-objekti
v-an-en-troende-muslim.

Ska tre muslimska unga kvinnor, som bär slöja, få vara programledare i Sveriges
Television? Ja, säger Joakim Sandberg, chef för allmän-tv i Umeå. Nej, säger journalisten
Dilsa Demirbag-Sten, dessutom styrelseledamot i Humanisterna (SvD Brännpunkt 31/10
och 2/11).

Debatten visar hur svårt ett sekulärt samhälle har att hantera religiösa fenomen.
Hanteringen är valhänt och pendlar mellan ytlig demonisering av nya religiösa grupper,
t.ex. Livets ord och i vissa lägen pingströrelsen, och ett naivt omfamnande i toleransens
tecken av islam och newage-orienterade varianter av hinduism och buddhism.

I religionsfrihetens namn finns knappast något att klandra SVT för. Under många år har
SVT sänt mycket populära kristna program, ”Hela kyrkan sjunger”, ”Minns du sången” och
gudstjänster utan att kritiskt granskande journalister lett programmen.

Jag är kritisk till Demirbag-Stens tes om att troende människor inte ska kunna leda
tv-program. De blir en spännande kontrast mot de påstått politiskt och religiöst obundna
journalisterna.

Journalister rör sig inte i ett absolut neutralt ingenmansland.

Deras frågor, val av ämnen, kameravinklingar m.m. präglas också av värderingar och
kanske ibland förutfattade meningar.

En djupt troende människa behöver inte definitionsmässigt ha sämre förutsättningar än en
professionell journalist att agera enligt objektivitetens regler. I medierna finns många
troende journalister som uppträder professionellt. Humanisternas ordförande Christer
Sturmark ska, om jag är rätt informerad, leda religionskritiska program i TV8 där
sympatiserande kollegor i Humanisterna intervjuas.

Tycker Demirbag-Sten att Christer Sturmark är mer passande som programledare än en
muslim? Är en ateist mer objektiv än en religiöst troende?

När medierna ska spegla mångfalden i Sverige och kritiskt granska olika religioner behövs
också proportioner.

Nästan sju miljoner är faktiskt med i Svenska kyrkan. Och bland våra invandrare är de
största grupperna kristna katoliker, ortodoxa och pingstvänner från Afrika och Latinamerika
– inte muslimer.

Jag håller med Demirbag-Sten om behovet av kritisk granskning. Alla religiösa grupper
måste ställa upp på grundläggande minimikrav i det demokratiska samhället; respekt för
människovärdet och mänskliga fri- och rättigheter. Att bära slöja kan tolereras. Men att
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hävda stening till döds som straff för otrohet, då har man gått över gränsen för vad som kan
accepteras i ett civiliserat samhälle. Att då vara programledare i tv är helt uteslutet.

Stefan Swärd
styrelseordförande i Evangeliska Frikyrkan och den kristna tankesmedjan Claphaminstitutet
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